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ABSTRACT 
Eight parasitic genera of halictid bees are recognized, derived from five different nonpara-
sitic ancestral groups. The parasites vary from those, like Para/ictus, which are similar to their 
nonparasitic relatives and are presumably recent derivatives of them, to others, like Sphecodes, 
which appear to be ancient parasitic groups derived from nonparasitic ancestral genera that 
quite likely no longer exist. Convergent morphological features among parasites include re-
duction or loss of structures for pollen collecting and carrying and of structures used in nest 
construction. 
A review of host relationships is provided, as is speculation on the relationships between 
type of parasitization and structure within the genus Sphecodes. 
In the taxonomic treatment, a new genus ( Ptilocleptis) and three new species (P. tomen-
tosa, polybioides, and eickworti) are described, as are Sphecodes subgenus Austrosphecodes 
and the species S. (A.) convergens and Eupetersia guillarmodi and fiava. 
INTRODUCTION 
Among most families of bees there are 
genera or species that do not make or pro-
vision their own nests, but put their eggs 
in, or actually live in, the nests of other 
species of bees. Larvae of such social para-
sites or cleptop arasit es do not feed on the 
hosts, but eat the provisions supplied by 
the host. In some cases, adult hosts are 
killed by the female parasite, but in most 
cases only the eggs or young larvae in cells 
are killed, either by the adult female para-
site or by the young larvae of the parasite. 
In the large bee family Halictidae, para -
sitic forms have arisen at least five times 
from different nest-making ancestors. Th e 
subjects of this paper are the parallel evo-
lution that has occurr ed among thes e 
forms, their host relationships, and their 
taxonomic groupings. 
Although som e of th em have not yet 
been reared fr om nests of their hosts, para-
sitic h alictids can be recognized by the 
absence of poll en-g athering and pollen-
carryin g structures in the females. There 
are parasitic species of other families of 
bees that have not lost pollen -handling 
eq uipment (Bombus , Braun sapis; see 
Michene r, 1974) , but no such forms are 
known in H alictidae, although individuals 
of nest-ma king species sometim es usurp 
nests of the same or other species (Knerer 
and Plateaux-Quenu, 1967). 
The parasitic halictid genera and their 
antecedents are listed in Table 1. Charac-
ters supporting the judgments as to which 
are the ancestral groups are indicated in 
the taxonomic treatment. Convergent fea-
tures characteristic of the parasitic groups 
are listed below and in Table 2. 
CONVERGENT FEATURES 
Parasitic halictids are characterized by 
numerous similarities. These are among 
the principal characteristics by which they 
<liffer from the nonparasitic or nest-mak-
ing genera from which they arose. Many 
of these features involve reduction or loss 
of pollen-gathering, pollen-carrying, and 
nest -making structures, while others ap-
pear to be defensive and offensive equip-
ment for encounters with nest owners. In 
either case, the structures are those of fe-
males, and the rest of this section pertains 
only to female characters. Some of these 
characters , such as the reduced hairiness, 
relatively coarse punctation, and sometimes 
even spine -like setae on the hind tibiae, 
occur in males of some species also. Their 
functional significance is probably limited 
to females, however; presumably the de-
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velopmental mechanisms happen to op-
erate in some ma les. 
In this section each feature which seems 
to be an adaptation of parasites to their 
way of life and which appears to have 
arisen independently in different parasitic 
groups, is lettered a to s. Each of these 
features is scored on a scale O to 1, 0 repre-
senting the structure as found in nest-
making ancestral halictids, 1 representing 
the extreme modification found among 
parasites. The intermediate conditions are 
subjectively assigned scores such as 0.2 or 
0.6 to give an idea of the morphological 
degree of difference from the extremes, 0 
and 1. Scores for the parasitic genera are 
shown in Table 2 and many of them are 
indicated in parentheses in the following 
account. 
REDUCTION AND Loss OF STRUCTURES OF 
NEST-MAKING HALICTIDS: 
( a) The body and legs of nest-making 
Halictidae are usually hairy, most of the 
longer hairs and many short ones being 
plumose (Fig. 1). This extensive vestiture 
presumably serves to capture loose pollen, 
which can later be brushed together and 
transferred to the scopa by modified 
grooming movements (J ander, 1976). 
Comparison of the right sides of Figures 
1 and 2 shows the difference in vestiture 
of a typical host and a highly modified 
parasite. Para/ictus (0) has the hairiness 
of its presumed ancestor; all other para-
sites (1) are markedly less hairy than their 
presumed ancestors. In Ptilocleptis and 
some species of Austrosplzecodes a dense 
covering of short plumose hairs occurs on 
certain parts of the body, but this is very 
different from the longer, more or less 
erect hairs of nest-making halictids. 
(b) The front basitarsus of most pollen 
collecting halictids is somewhat flattened 
with a sharp ridge or carina along the pos-
terior (i.e., outer) margin of the segment, 
the distal half or more of this ridge giv-
ing rise to a row of closely placed setae 
forming a comb, the anterior basitarsal 
comb ( the anterior basitarsal brush of 
Eick wort, 19696). The entire segment ex-
cept for the strigilar area is covered with 
a brush of hairs which are usually longer 
than those of the comb, so that the latter 
may be inconspicuous. The hairs of the 
brush are usually rather dense but are 
sparse in small forms like H omalictzts and 
Lasioglossum (Dia/ictus). The brush and 
the comb contained within it appear to be 
important in removing pollen from anthers 
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FIG. 1. Sphecodes monili cornis (Kirby), female, hairs omitted on left. FIG. 2. Lasiogl ossum malacl111rnm (Kir-
by), female, hair s omitted on left. Scale line represent s 1.0 mm. 
as well as various parts of the body. The 
posterior ridge and the comb arising from 
it vary from essentially unmodified (0) to 
lacking (1) among parasitic groups. When 
they are lacking, the basitarsus is more 
nearly round in cross-section, less flattened 
than in nest making forms. Although de-
velopment of the comb varies in the Augo -
chlorin i and it seems to be absent in some 
unrelated, non parasitic genera, its loss es-
pecially in the Halictini seems clearly re-
lated to parasitism. 
(c) The base of the mid femur and the 
apex of the mi<l tibia of pollen collecting 
halictids each bears a comb or brushlike 
row of hairs on the under surface, that 
on the tibia arising from an oblique ridge. 
They were termed the mesof emoral brush 
and mesotibial comb by Eick wort (19696). 
As pointed out by Jander (1976), these 
structures are opposable and serve to re-
move poll en from the fore legs. In para-
sites the tibial brush is retained but the 
femoral brush varies from little modified 
(0) to absent (1). Usually the tibial brush 
is more brushlike, less comblike, than in 
many nest making bees. 
( d) In pollen -carrying forms, there are 
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long and usually branched hairs on the 
underside of the hind trochanter (Fig. 4). 
On the femur in the Halictini, there are 
some long branched hairs at the base on 
the underside, but otherwise the underside 
is nearly bare. Long branched hairs from 
the anterior ( == outer) surface (Figs. 4, 5) 
and a longitudinal row of similar hairs 
from near the middle of the posterior ( == 
inner) surface (Fig. 6) curl down and meet 
below the femur to form a femoral corbic-
ula, the cavity of which is somewhat en-
larged by the straight or usually concave, 
rather than convex, under surface of the 
femur. The pollen carrying corbicula is 
less specialized in the Augochlorini. Long 
branched hairs arise from a more extensive 
basal area on the under side of the femur; 
on the posterior surface, while the hairs 
are directed downward, there is no row of 
unusually long curled hairs. The corbicula 
is shorter than in Halictini because of the 
larger basal hairy area and is open, since 
very long curled hairs arise only from the 
anterior side of the femur. Earlier illustra-
tions and accounts of halictid scopas are 
those of Eick wort (19696) and Eickwort 
and Fischer (1963). In all parasitic forms 
the scopa is reduced (Figs. 3, 7-14). In 
Para/ictus the trochanteral scopa is un-
modified while the long branched femoral 
hairs are either somewhat reduced in num-
ber and density but curled to form a cor-
bicula which often contains some pollen 
grains (0.2), or the scopa is further modi-
fied by loss of the long hairs on the an-
terior surface of the femur (0.5). In all 
other parasitic genera the trochanteral hairs 
are short and the femoral hairs are short, 
relatively sparse, and not or little branched. 
The underside of the femur is relatively 
bare, however, and the hairs are directed 
about as in the pollen carrying forms. In 
some (0.9) the underside of the femur is 
about as in the pollen collecting ancestral 
groups ( concave in Eclzt/mzlictus, straight 
in Temnosoma) while in others (1) the 
curvature of the under surface 1s slightly 
to markedly convex. 
( e) The posterior tibia in nest making 
forms is covered with long plumose pollen 
carrying hairs except for the relatively 
bare under surface. Near the anterior 
(outer) margin of the bare area, i.e., along 
the lower margin of the outer surface of 
the tibia, the hairs are especially long ( ex-
cept in Homa/ictus) and coarsely branched 
and while the main axes are directed 
downward and distally, the apical parts 
are curled upward and distally. The tibial 
scopa is modified in all the parasitic groups 
(Figs. 7-14). In Para/ictus (0.3) the long 
hairs near the lower margin of the outer 
surface are not much larger than other 
tibial hairs, are only gently curved, and 
lack the characteristic coarse plumosity of 
these hairs in pollen carrying forms. In 
Eclztlzralictus (0.5) the same is true but 
the hairs are even shorter, those of the 
lower margin of the outer surface being 
quite short. In other parasitic genera, the 
ventral relatively bare area is not or weakly 
evident, the hairs have few barbs or are 
simple, and those along the lower margin 
of the outer surface are smaller than those 
elsewhere on the tibia. Forms having a 
relatively uniform coverage of simple hairs 
are scored (1) while those with more 
plumose hairs and a sparsely hairy under 
surface are scored as (0.8) or (0.9). 
(f) The hind basitarsus is flattened, 
usually as long as the remaining tarsal seg-
ments, the hairs of its lower margin un-
usually long, coarse, straight, simple or 
with branches only basally. Probably these 
features function to comb pollen off of 
the metasoma. In parasitic genera they 
vary from almost unmodified (0.2), to less 
Battened and lacking most or all of the 
coarse, straight hairs (0.7), to those in 
which the basitarsus is also markedly 
shorter than the remaining tarsal seg-
ments (1). Because of variability this fea-
ture is rather weak, but seems worth more 
3 
Fie. 3. Outer (= anterior) surface of hin<l leg, Spliecodes monili cornis (Kirby), female. Fie. 4. Same, Lasio -
glossum malaclwmm (Kirby). Fi es. 5, 6. Anterior an<l posterior views of hin<l femur of Lasioglossttm mala -
clwrum (Kirby), female. Most hairs are in<licatc<l only by their socke ts. Scale line repr esents 0.5 mm. 
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FIGS. 7-14. Outer Yiews of po,terior femora and tibiae of females. FIG. 7. Paralictw asteris Mitchell. FIG. 8. 
Ecl1tl1ralict11s extraordinariw (Kohl). FIG. 9. Parathrin costoma seyrigi Bli.ithgen. FIG. IO. Tem11osoma smarag-
dinum Smith. FIG. 11. Ptiloclcptis tomentosa Michener. FIG. 12. Eupetcrsia coemlea Bliithgen. FIG. 13. Sphe-
codes (Awtrosp/1ecodes) c/1ile11sis Spinola. FIG. 14. Sphecodes (Sphecodes) confertw Say. Scale lines represent 
1.0 mm. 
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TABLE 2. Scores for Various Characters of Females of Parasitic Halictid Genera 1 to 8.* 0= 
same condition as in nest making ancestral group; 1 = extreme of modification among para-
sites. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
a. Vestiture 0 1.0 1.0 I.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
b. Tar sus I 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
c. Mid-femoral brush 0.5 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
d. Femoral scopa 0.2-0.5 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
e. Tibial scopa 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 
f. Hind basitarsus 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7-1.0 
g. Ventral scopa 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9-1.0 
h. Rasitibial plate 0.1-0.3 0 0.9 0.7 1.0 l. 0 0.7 0.7-1.0 
i. Prepygidial region 0.5 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
j. Sixth tergum 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6- 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
k . Labrum 0.5-0.7 0.2 0.2 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 
I. Tibial spur 0.2 0.2 1.0 1.0 l.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
m. Penicillus 0.5-0.8 0.8 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
n. Sculpturing 0 0 0.8 1.0 0 0 0-0.6 0.4-0.8 
p. Mandible 0.5-1.0 1.0 0 0.5 0.5 1.0 l.0 0 -1.0 
q. Head 0.5-1.0 1.0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 0 -1.0 
r. Legs 0 0 0.1 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 -1.0 
s. Spines 0 0.2 0 0 0.l 0.1 0.l-0.3 0.1-I.0 
Mean 0.25-0.38 0.44 0.64 0.72-0.74 0.76 0.83 0.82-0.87 0.69-0.97 
• 1 = Para/ictus, 2 = Echthralictu s, 3 = Parathrincostoma , 4 = Te11111oso11za, 5 = Ptiloclepti_;, 6 = Micro-
sphecodes, 7 = E11petersia, 8 = Sphecodes. 
consideration than mere inclusion under 
general hairiness (feature a, above). 
(g) Nest making Halictinae vary in 
the extent to which there is a ventral meta-
somal scopa for carrying pollen. Usuall y 
there is a preapical zone of rather long 
plumed hairs, often simple but curled at 
the tips, across each met asomal sternum, 
these hairs being longer and more erect 
and ther efore more important in pollen 
carrying on basal than on apical sterna. 
In Homa/ictus , however, the ventral scopa 
becomes the main pollen carrying struc-
ture. The bands of hairs are reduced, 
usually to a single row on each sternum, 
but these hairs are eno mous , coarsely 
pl um ed, directed posteriorly and at their 
tips of ten upward tow ard the sterna to 
form a corbicula behind each row. More -
over, similar giant hairs arise on the lateral, 
ventra l parts of the terga and are directed 
postero-mesa lly. In all parasitic forms th e 
sterna l scopa is reduced. In Para/ictus 
(0.2) the hairs are on ly somewhat shorter 
and less plumose than in the presume d 
ancestral type . In Eclztlzralictus (0.6), a 
Homa/ictus derivative, the large sternal 
hairs are much reduced in numbers, curv-
ature, and in plumosity, some being sim-
ple, but are still evident as a few, unusually 
large hairs; large lateral tergal hairs are 
absent. The other parasitic genera have 
only simple hairs of moderate length on 
the areas concerned, and are scored 0.8 to 
1 depending on the density of the hairs, 
the latter indicating the lower density. 
(h) The basitibial plate is defined, at 
least along its posterior margin, and com-
monly around the whole margin by an 
elevated carina in nest making species 
(Fig. 15). It functions to support the bee 
working in the nest as it pushes its legs 
out against the burrow walls (Batra, 1964). 
In parasitic genera (Figs. 16--22) it may be 
essentially normal (0), less well defined 
with the marginal carina lower (0.1-0.3), 
feebly defined and often only posteriorly 
(0.7), barely detectable (0.9) or entirely 
absent (1). 
(i) Th e fifth metasomal tergum of nest -
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Fies. 15-22. Outer views of bases of posterior tibiae of females, including basitibial plates. The scale line repre-
sents 0.25 mm. Fie. 15. Lasioglossum malachumm (Kirby). Fie. 16. Ecl1t/1ralict11s extraordinarius (Kohl). Fie. 
17. Ptilocleptis tomentosa Michener. Fie. 18. Temnosoma smaragdinum Smith. Fre. 19. Eupetersia coemlea 
Bluthgen. Fre. 20. Sp/1ecodes clzilensis Spinola. Fre. 21. Splzecodes confertus Say. Fie. 22. Sphecodes monili -
cornis (Kirby). Scale line represents 0.25 mm. 
making species has a dense prepygidial 
fimbria of hairs extending across the seg-
ment, apically. This hair band is broad-
ened middorsally where the hairy region 
extends toward the base of the segment. 
In the middle of this broad area is a sharp-
ly defined specialized longitudinal zone 
lacking ordinary hairs but covered with 
minute dense hairs. The surface in this 
zone is very minutely punctate. There is 
a deep cleft in the tergal margin, dividing 
this zone longitudinally in the Augochlo-
rini but not in the Halictini. In all para-
sitic forms this elaborate structure is modi-
fied. In no case is there a sharply defined 
specialized longitudinal zone. In Paralic-
tus there is an ill-defined longitudinal area 
or a small, median, apical region of minute 
punctation and fine hairs. Although su-
perficially the tergal surface and vestiture 
are uniform from side to side, there is a 
broad triangular, median wedge lacking 
Jong hairs but with scattered hairs of 
moderate length. This zone includes the 
small median apical region and is roughly 
an equilateral triangle; posterolaterally it 
is continuous with the apical impuctate 
tergal margin (0.5). In Echthralictus, the 
specialized zone is also broadened poste-
riorly to form a wide, hairless, triangular 
wedge, only minutely roughened and 
shiny, cutting into the hairy part of the 
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tergum (0.6). Posterolaterally this zone is 
continuous with the bare posterior mar-
ginal band of the tergum. Th e posterior 
margin of the zone is longer than the 
other two margins which are about at right 
angles to one another. The zone is similar 
to that of Para/ictus but it is larger and 
much better defined. Both genera have 
hairs along the extreme tergal margin. In 
other parasitic genera the tergal surface 
and margin show no specialized region, 
dense to sparse hairs being distributed 
across it (1). When the hairs form a dense 
fimbria it is often less dense medially; 
such a sparsely hairy area may or may not 
be a rudiment of the specialized zone 
found in nest-making forms. In all cases 
it lacks the short fine hairs and dense 
minute punctation of this zone in nest 
making forms. 
(j) The sixth metasomal tergum of 
pollen-collecting halictids is provided with 
two heavily sclerotized plates (Fig. 23) 
which perhaps contribute to the effective-
ness of the tamping movements character-
istic of halictid nest building (Batra, 1964). 
The gradu lus is strongly arched to the 
rear and forms a carina delimiting poste-
riorly and laterally the more anterior, ele-
vated plate, the suprapygidial plate of 
Eick wort (19696). An inclined zone, 
broad anteriorly and tapering posteriorly, 
slopes downward as it extends backward 
from the suprapygidial plate and merges 
25 
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FIGS. 23-25 . Median pa rts of sixth me tasomal terga of femal es. F IG. 23. Lasiogloss11111 malach11n1111 (Kirb y). 
FIG. 24. Para/ictus asteris Mitchell. F ie. 25. Ptilocleptis polybioidcs Mich ener. 
FIGS. 26-28. Labra of females. FIG . 26. Lasiogloss11m m alaclwrnm (Kirb y) . FI G. 27 . Sph ecodes m onilicornis 
(Kirby). Fie. 28. Ptilocleptcs tomcntosa (Miche ner) . 
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with the median basal part of the pygidial 
plate, which is a flat process projecting 
beyond the rest of the tergal margin. On 
either side of the pygidial plate is a hairy 
region, the hairs constituting the pygidial 
fimbria, which is broken by the pygidial 
plate and the inclined zone anterior to it. 
All parasitic forms have these plates less 
well developed (Figs. 24, 25). In Para/ic-
tus (0.3), the arch of the gradulus is less 
prominent although distinct, the supra-
pygidial plate being a relatively small ele-
vated area, delimited by a carina which is 
angulate rather than rounded posteriorly. 
The inclined zone is absent, and the py-
gidial fimbria is sparse, but continuous, 
across the tergum where the inclined zone 
would be if it were present. Eclztlzralictus 
( also 0.3) is similar, but the gradulus is 
very weak, not carinate, and the supra-
pygidial plate therefore is inconspicuous; 
however, the pygidial fimbria is interrupt-
ed medially. Paratlzrincostoma (0.4) agrees 
with the comment on Ec/2tlzralictus except 
that the whole gradulus is almost invisible 
and some Temnosoma (0.6) likewise agree 
except that the gradulus is absent lateral 
to the suprapygidial plate. In the Splze-
codes group (0.9) the gradulus is only 
weakly arcuate posteriorly in the middle, 
there being no hint of a suprapygidial 
plate, and the fimbria or hairy zone is con-
tinuous or narrowly interrupted medially. 
In some Temnosoma (1) the gradulus and 
of course the suprapygidial plate are absent 
and the fimbria is continuous. 
(k) The labrum of nest making forms 
(Fig. 26) consists of a transverse, more or 
less rectangular, thick sclerite or body, 
sometimes called the basal area of the 
labrum, from the distal margin of which 
projects an apical process which is flat-
tened, depressed below the surface of the 
body, relatively thin, pointed or rounded, 
and provided with a strong dorsal keel 
and a row of coarse bristles along the mar-
gins. The keel is reduced in parasitic 
forms, and the process is usually less 
pointed (Figs. 27, 28). In the genera scored 
0.2 in Table 2, the labrum is modified 
principally by the reduction of the keel on 
the process to a carina. In Paralictus (05-
0.7) the line between the body of the lab-
rum and the process is not sharp, the sur-
faces sometimes being at or nearly at the 
same level, and the process is broad and 
lacks the keel completely, and is bluntly 
pointed, rounded, or subtruncate at the 
apex. In one species there are scattered 
bristles on the surface of the process. In 
Temnosoma (0.8) the labrum is similar, 
but the process is relatively short, trun-
cated or emarginate, and its bristles scat-
tered. In the Splzecodes group, the body 
of the labrum is reduced to a transverse 
basal ridge, the process lacks a keel and is 
broadly rounded, truncate, or bilobed, 
and there are often bristles other than the 
marginal ones or the row of bristles is 
mesal to the margin (Figs. 27, 28). Most 
members of this group are scored 0.9, but 
Ptilocleptis, because of the greatly short-
ened process, is scored 1.0. 
(1) The hind tibial spurs each has two 
margins between which is a concave sur-
face. Both margins of the outer spur and 
the outer margin of the inner spur are 
minutely serrate. The inner margin of the 
inner spur, in nest making species, varies 
from more coarsely serrate to wavey, even 
almost straight, to produced into one or a 
few long processes. In genera scored 0.2 
the inner margin of the inner hind tibial 
spur is produced into a few large projec-
tions, as in the forms ancestral to these 
parasites, but the projections are smaller 
( as noted for Para/ictus by Eick wort and 
Fischer, 1963). In all the rest (1), that 
margin is minutely serrate like the other 
margins. 
(m) In nest-making forms, the apex 
of the hind basitarsus, on the outer sur-
face, is prolonged as a flat process bearing 
a dens e brush of hairs, the penicillus, 
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shaped like a paint brush and used for 
spreading liquid on the cell lining (Batra, 
1964). A small but slender penicillus 
is present in Parathrincostoma (0.5); in 
genera scored 0.8, a small projection re-
mains but the brush is absent, while in 
those scored 1 both projection and brush 
are absent. 
£NLARGEl\1ENT AND SPECIALIZATION OF 
STRUCTURES AMONG p ARASITES: 
(n) Nest-making Halictinae vary 
greatly in the coarseness of the punctation 
and propodeal areolation. Moreover, there 
is no single measure of such coarseness for 
a specimen or species. Yet in general it 
seems clear that parasitic forms are more 
coarsely sculptured, and the cuticle firmer, 
than in their nest-making relatives. Tem-
nosoma is noteworthy for the coarse pitting 
of the first two metasomal terga which end 
in thickened margins instead of thin mar-
gins as in other forms, for the coarse trans-
verse ridges on the constricted bases of the 
second and third terga, and for the coarse-
ly punctate tegulae. Presumably such fea-
tures provide defense against the stings 
and jaws of host bees. The numbers in 
Table 2 for this feature are more subjec-
tive than for others, but nonetheless give 
a general idea of sculpturing. 
( o) The proccipital carina and the an-
terolatera1 angles of the pronotum are 
highly variable in nest-making forms, as 
also in the parasites. In general, however, 
they appear to be more prominent in para-
sites, probably providing defense for the 
neck . Acute produced prothoracic angles 
occur in Eclztlzralictus and Paratl1ri11cos-
toma. The latter also has an unusually 
prominent preoccipital carina. In Temno-
som a the head is unusually produced back-
wa rd formin g a sharp ridge behind the 
vertex, pro tectin g th e neck region. Per-
haps this exp lains the Jack of enlargement 
of the pronotal angles in this genus. These 
features are not scored for Table 2. 
(p) Mandibles in nest-making Halic-
tinae have a preapical inner tooth. They 
are unmodified in forms scored O in Table 
2. In those scored 0.5, the mandibles are 
of more or less normal length but lack the 
inner tooth, or in some Para/ictus, are 
elongate with a small inner tooth; 1 indi-
cates mandibles that are very long, pointed, 
and simple. 
( q) Most nest-making Halictinae have 
heads about as wide as the thorax, the 
clypeus less than three times as wide as 
high, and the eyes usually converging be-
low. Various parasitic groups (0) retain 
these characteristics. Others (1) have heads 
usually wider than the thorax, the clypeus 
over three times as wide as high, and the 
eyes not converging below. This places 
the mandibles farther apart, presumably 
making them more effective in grasping 
hosts, and is generally associated with long 
mandibles. 
( r) In nest -making species the legs are 
relatively slender, the hind femur being 
straight or concave on the under surface 
(see d) (Figs 5, 6). Similarly shaped 
femora are found in some parasitic forms 
(0). In Paratlzri11costo111a the legs are ex-
traordinarily slender but the under surface 
of the hind femur is slightly convex (0.1). 
In others, the under surface of a moder-
ately slender femur is slightly convex 
(0.5) or the femur is more thickened (I), 
with the under surface slightly convex and 
the upper surface especially near the base 
strongly so. Thickened legs presumably 
house stronger muscles for pushing re-
sistant host bees along the burrows ( see 
Figs. 7-14). 
( s) Nest -making Halictinae lack spine-
like tibial setae and the outer surface of 
the apex of the hind tibia often has a mere 
tubercle representing the apical tibial spine. 
Some parasitic groups (0) are similar, 
others (0.1) differ only in having a some -
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what more recognizable tibial spine, but 
broader than long. Ecl1tl1ralictus (0.2) has 
the numerous setae of the outer margin of 
the hind tibia thickened, tapering, mostly 
simple, and thus spinelike. Other forms 
(0.3) have spinelike setae intermixed 
among hairs on the outer margin of the 
hind tibia, although the tibial spine is 
broader than long. In many Sphecodes 
the spinelike setae become more promi-
nent, shorter, stouter, often almost peglike 
and in some species similar setae occur on 
the middle tibia. Along with such strength-
ening of the spinelike setae, the hind tibial 
spine is much better developed, becoming 
two or three times as long as broad. Such 
forms are scored as I (Fig. 3). Probably 
the spinelike setae and the apical tibial 
spines provide for a firm grip on the bur-
row walls when a parasite pushes a host 
bee. 
The means in Table 2 give an idea of 
the amount of morphological evolution 
that a parasitic group has undergone since 
diverging from its nest making ancestors. 
Obviously Para/ictus is less different from 
Lasioglossum (Dia/ictus) than other para-
sitic genera are from their nest making 
ancestral groups. Eclztlzralictus, also, is 
moderately close to Homa/ictus from 
which it was derived. Every genus has 
scores ranging from O to I, showing that 
acquisition of the characteristics of para-
sites has not followed the same sequence 
in all. The genera from T em nosoma to 
Splzecodes are all highl y modified as para-
sites, Temnosoma being more specialized 
than the least modified Spl1ecodes, ac-
cording to the table. This is probably true, 
but it should be noted that the range of 
means for a genus is based on the scores 
in the column above. There may not be 
any species having such extreme means, 
however. For example, in Para/ictus, there 
is no species that combines all the low 
scores, nor is there a species that combines 
all the high scores. Thus there is no Para-
!ictus species with a mean score as low as 
.25, nor is there one with a mean score as 
high as .38. 
SIMILARITY OF PARASITIC 
FEMALES TO MALES 
Males of halictids leave the nests early 
and play no roles in nest making, defense, 
or parasitization. It is therefore not sur-
prising that in most features relating to 
pollen gathering and transport and nest 
construction, the parasites approach males. 
Specifically, this applies to characters b 
to m of the preceding sections and Table 
2. In character p also, parasites often re-
semble halictid males and it may be that 
loss of the mandibular tooth should be 
looked at as loss of a structure important 
in nest-making, rather than as acquisition 
of simple, sicklelike mandibles for fighting. 
Indeed , the Splzecodes species famous for 
fighting and killing hosts with its mandi-
bles [ S. monilicornis (Kirby)] is one that 
retains the inner mandibular tooth. 
In gross appearance, however, most 
halictid males, whether belonging to para-
sitic genera, or not, are quite different from 
females, having longer, more slender meta-
somas and longer antennae than females. 
Some nest-making forms have males that 
look like females [ e.g., Lasioglossum lus-
trans (Cockerell)], and some parasites 
have sexes that look alike, more or less 
intermediate in shape between typical ha-
lictid males and females ( e.g., Eupetersia). 
RELATIVE DIVERSITY OF 
PARASITIC AND NONPARASITIC 
HALICTINAE 
The nonparasitic Halictinae constitute 
an enormous group of species of impres-
sive, morphological homogeneity. The 
similarity in morphology is suggested by 
the series of papers by Vacha! and Bli.ith-
gen. Vacha!, who was a specialist in halic-
tines early in this century, placed all non-
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parasitic species of the subfamily in a 
single genus, Halictus. Bliithgen, a later 
specialist who was a "splitter" at the ge-
neric level in other groups with which he 
worked, placed nonparasitic groups as iso-
lated as Homa/ictus, Lasioglossum, Pachy-
lzalictus, and Halictus in a single genus. 
Only intensive studies and long searches 
for group characters have made possible 
the present classification of nonparasitic 
halictines, dividing the subfamily into two 
tribes, Augochlorini and Halictini, and 
many genera (Eick wort, 1969a, b). 
By contrast, parasitic halictines have 
almost consistently been accorded generic 
rank since their species were first studied, 
and it is perfectly obvious that they are 
morphologically markedly different from 
the nonparasitic forms and from one 
another. No numerical phenetic study has 
been made to demonstrate the differentia-
tion of the parasitic genera quantitatively, 
but such a study hardly seems necessary 
for that purpose alone. 
It seems clear that on all continents, in 
spite of a wide diversity of habitats, social 
organizations, nesting substrates, and floral 
relationships, the nonparasitic forms re-
mained basically similar, presumably as a 
result of selection favoring their various 
characteristic structures. The peculiarities 
of the labrum , scopa, pygidial plates and 
pygidial and prepygidial fimbriae, for ex-
ample, vary only within narrow limits. 
Among parasites, however, these struc-
tures and others listed above, mostly in-
volved in nest construction and pollen 
gathering and carrying, appear to have 
escaped from the forces that elsewhere 
limit their vari ation. The result is the 
structural diversit y found among parasitic 
ge nera. 
HOST RELATIONSHIPS 
Most pa rasitic bees have th eir own close 
relatives as hos ts. Thi s rul e appears to 
apply to the majority of parasitic Halic-
tinae, although some species of Sphecodes 
are exceptions. Table 3 gives known or 
probable hosts for parasitic halictids. All 
hosts are halictids except as otherwise indi-
cated. 
Of course, the most indisputable host 
data are those in which the parasite has 
been reared from host cells, or its larvae, 
pupae, or teneral adults found there. Such 
records are annotated (R) in the table. 
Finding a female parasite in the burrow of 
another bee is not entirely convincing, un-
less repeated, since parasitic bees may enter 
various burrows at night, in bad weather, 
or in searching for host nests. Such rec-
ords, as well as reports of the parasites fly-
ing about nesting sites of the hosts, are 
annotated (N) in Table 3. Reports of 
hosts based on finding the parasite in the 
vicinity of or on the same flowers as the 
supposed host, the latter being the only 
local bee of the appropriate size and sea-
sonality, are mere surmises, but probably 
are commonly correct, and are annotated 
(S). Less definite associations have been 
ignored. except for genera like Ecl1tl1ralic-
tus and Paratlzrincostoma for which no 
host data exist, but whose hosts are prob-
ably correctly surmised. 
In the table, each parasite name begins 
a separate paragraph. Specific names of 
hosts are omitted to save space when dif-
ferent host species of the same genus or 
subgenus are reported. The publications 
cited after host names provide such infor-
mation. 
Examination of the table suggests no 
high level of host specificity by most spe-
cies of parasites. Some appear to attack 
any halictines of the right size that are 
available to them, while different-sized 
individuals of a parasitic species are re-
ported by several authors to be associated 
with host species of different sizes. Other 
parasites are doubtless more host specific. 
Some are primarily or exclusively parasites 
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of halictids, others of andrenids. Certain 
species of Splzecodes are believed to para-
sitize both halictids and andrenids, how-
ever, and S. albilabris has been reared from 
an andrenid and probably from a colletid, 
but appears to be primarily a parasite of 
large halictids. 
Larvae of parasitic Halictinae are very 
similar to those of other Halictinae, having 
no specialized structures and behavior, 
such as characterize the parasitic antho-
phorid and megachilid larvae that attack 
host eggs or larvae. In halictid parasites 
whose behavior has been examined, the 
adult female parasite opens a host cell, 
destroys the egg, replaces it with her own 
egg, and recloses the cell. Evidence for this 
statement is largely that in repeated exca-
vations of nests parasitized by Para/ictus 
(Michener, unpublished), Microsphecodes 
(Eick wort and Eick wort, 1972), and Splze-
codes ( various authors), many cells con-
taining immature stages and presumably 
eggs of parasites must have been seen, 
although often such cells were not distin-
guished from unparasitized cells. G. Eick-
wort (personal communication) was able 
to distinguish the shorter, straighter eggs 
of Splzecodes autumnalis and sp.? from 
those of hosts (Perdita and Evylae11s). The 
Spl1ecodes eggs were in the typical halic-
tine egg position on the provisions and 
were not easily distinguishable from those 
of the hosts in the field, although measure-
ments served to permit recognition in the 
laboratory. All cells, both those examined 
by Eickwort and by other authors, con-
tained only one egg or young, indicating 
destruction of the host-egg by the adult 
parasite. All were closed, except, no doubt, 
in those species of Lasioglossum (Evy-
laeus) whose cells are left open part of the 
time. In no case was a partly eaten pollen 
ball found with an egg, indicating that the 
parasites do not destroy host larvae and 
replace them with eggs, but only attack 
fully provisioned cells in which the host 
larva has not started to feed. Hosts quickly 
oviposit in and close any fully provisioned 
cell. Hence, in nearly all cases, destruction 
of a host egg or possibly freshly hatched 
larva must precede laying of the egg of a 
parasite. 
Parasites enter the nests of both solitary 
and eusocial hosts. After ovipositing in 
appropriate cells, they close the cells and 
either leave, or remain inside the nest to 
deposit more eggs on subsequent days, 
depending at least in part on the number 
of cells available for parasitization (Knerer 
and Atwood, 1967; Ordway, 1964). Para-
/ictus, Microspl1ecodes, and some species of 
Spl1ecodes accomplish parasitization with-
out killing adult hosts (Ordway, 1964; 
Eickwort and Eickwort, 1972; Michener, 
unpublished) while other Sphecodes spe-
cies regularly do so. Legewie (1925) re-
corded the results of 76 attacks of Splze-
codes monilicornis on colonies of Lasio-
glossmn malachurum. The Spl1ecodes suc-
ceeded in 75 cases and 283 Lasioglossum 
were killed. S. pimpinellae, however, ap-
pears to chase away the hosts, Attgochlo-
rella, spp., without killing them (Ordway, 
1964). 
Species such as Sphecodes monilicornis 
and pimpinellae attack social hosts and 
the attack appears to result in destruction 
of the colony. 
In the case of solitary hosts, the Splze-
codes may lay in appropriate cells and 
depart before the host returns, thus being 
cuckoo-like, as is Nomada. 
Eickwort and Eickwort (1972) give an 
account of J..1icrosplzecodes kat/Jleenae, fe-
males of which enter nests of Lasioglos-
sum (Dia/ictus) umbripenne, a eusocial 
host, either by passing the guard like a 
Lasioglossmn or by locating unguarded 
nests. Female J..ficrospl1ecodes were found 
in nests along with workers and queens 
of the host and are believed to locate the 
host cells, open them, eat the eggs, deposit 
their own, and close the cells. More than 
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TABLE 3. Hosts of Parasitic Halictid Bees. (R) == reared or immature parasite taken from 
host cell, (N) == found in or about nests, (S) host surmised on the basis of seasonal and 
local occurrence. 
Para/ictus asteris Mitchell-Lasioglossum (Dia/ictus) imitatmn (Smith), (R) Michener and Wille, 1961, 
parasite misidentified as P. cepha/otes (Dalla Torre); (N) .Michener, unpublished. 
Para/ictus cepha/otes (Dalla Torre)-La sioglossttm (Dia/ictus) zephymm (Smith), (N) Robertson, 1901, 
1926. 
Para/ictus simplex Robertson-Lasioglossttm (Dia/ictus) versat11m (Robertson), (N) as unidentified 
Para/ictus, Michener, 1966; (N) Michener, unpublished. 
Ecltthra/icttts spp.-Homalictus spp. Homa/ictus is the only possible host in the islands where Ecl1tl1ralicttts 
occurs. 
Parathrincostoma sp.-Thrinclwstoma sp. Probable host as judged by size and relationship. 
Temnosoma spp.-Augochlorini such as Augoclt!oropsis or At1gocltlora. Probable hosts as judged by size, 
abundance, similar coloration, and relationship. 
Microsphec0des kathleenae (Eickwort)-Lasioglossum (Dia/ictus) umbripenne (Ellis), (R) Eickwort 
and Eickwort, 1972. 
Microsphecodes russeiclypcatus (Sakagami and Moure)-Lasioglossum (Dia/ictus) seabrai (Moure), (N) 
Sakagami and Moure, 1962. 
Microsphecodes sp.-Lasioglossttm (Ez,ylaeus) sp., (R) Michener, unpublished. 
Microsphecodes sp.-Habra/ictw sp., (N) Michener, unpublished. 
Sphecodes albilabris (Kirby) (= fttscipen11is Germar)-Halictus spp., (N) Blagoveshchenskaya, 1955; 
(N) Bliithgen, 1919; (N) Fahringer, 1922; (N) Friese, 1926; (?) Stoeckhert, 1954. Colletes cttnicularius 
(Linnaeus), COLLETIDAE, (N) Alfken, 1912; (S) Bliithgen, 1930; (R?) Malyshev, 1927; (N) Moschler, 1938. 
Meliturga clavicornis Latreille, ANDRENIDAE, (R) Rozen, 1965. Andrena ovina Klug, AND RENIDAE , (N) 
Friese, 1926. Major hosts of this species are apparently Ha/ictus q11adricinct11s (Fabricius) and sexcinctus 
(Fabricius) but the only actual rearing s from cells are from Colletes and Meliturga. 
Sphecodes alternatt1s Smith-La sioglossum (Evylaeus) nigripes (Lepeletier) (N) Knerer, 1968; (N) 
Knerer and Plateaux-Quenu, 1970. 
Sphecodes arvensis Patt on (det. Cockerell)-Halictus rnbicundus (Christ), (N) Hicks, 1934. 
Sphecodes at/antis Mitchell-Lasioglosmm (Dia/ictus) pilosus (Smith), (R) G. Eickwort, personal com-
munication. 
Sphecodes atttt1m11alis Mitchell-Perdita octomacttlata (Say), ANDRENIDAE, (R) G. Eickwort, personal 
commu nicati on . 
Sphecodes barbatus Bli.ithgen-Lasioglos sum (Lasioglossum) caspic11m (Morawitz), (S) A. \V. Ebmer, 
personal communication. 
Sp/recodes brachycephalus Mitchell-Calliopsi s andreniformis Smith, AND RENIDA E, (S) ~fitchell, 1956. 
Spliecodes cltilensis Spinola-Corynttra /epida Alfken, (R?, N) Claude-Joseph, 1926; (R? N) Janvier, 1933. 
Sphecodes crasstts Thomson (= variegatus Hagens)-Lasioglossttm (Ez,ylaew) spp., (N) Alfken, 1912; 
(N) Bliithgen, 1919, 1923a; (R) Bliithgen, 1934; (N) Rapp, 1945; (R) Stoeckhcrt, 1933. Stoeckhert (1933) 
depreciates reports that Ha/ictus maculattts Smith is a ho st and Valkeika (1962) reports but giYes no evidence 
that Lasioglossttm (Lasioglosswn) sexnotatulum Schenck is a host. 
Sphecodes cristattts Hagens-La sioglossum (Evylaew) nigripes (Lepeletier), (S) Bli.ithgen, 1934. 
Sphecodes dat'isii Robert son-Agapostemon t'irescens (Fabricius) , (R) G. Eickwort, personal communi-
cation. 
Sphecodes diz,isus Kirb y-Lasioglossttm (Et,ylaeus) spp., L. (L.) spp., and Ha/ictus spp., (N) Alfken, 
1913a; (N) Bli.ithgen, 1916, 1919, 1934; (N) Chambers, 1949; (S) Morice , 1901; (N) Rapp, 1945; (N) 
Scholz, 1912. There are also scattered records of this species entering A11drcna nests, ANDRENIDAE, (N) Alf-
ken, 1913a; (N) Morice, 1901. 
Sphecode s fasciatus Hagens-Lasioglossttm (Dia/ictus) spp., L. (Evy/aett s) spp., and Ha/ictus (Selado11ia) 
tttmulorum (Linnaeus), (N, S) Alfken, 1912, 19136; (S) Bliithgen, 1934; (S) }.forice, 1901; (N) Perkins, 1887. 
Sp/recodes fermginatus Hagens (= mfes cens Hagen s)- Lasioglossttm (Et')'laeus) spp., (S) Bliithgen, 1934; 
(N) Stoeckhert, 1933. 
Sphecodes near fragariae Cockerell-Perdita nuda Cockerell, ANDRENIDAE, (R) Torchio, 1975. 
Sphecodes friesei Herbst-Leioprocttts (Lonchopria) zonalis (Reed), COLLETIDAE, (R?) Janvier, 1933. 
Sphecodes gibbus (Linnaeus)-Halictus spp., (N) Aflken, 1913a, 1939; (N) Bliithgen, 1923a, 1934; (R) 
Breitenback, 1878; (N) Fahringer, 1922; (S) Friese, 1926; (N) Moschler , 1938; (R) Nielsen, 1903; (S) Per-
kins, 1887; (S) Sanders, 1948; (N) Stocckhert, 1933. Lasioglosswn (Et·ylacus) 111alaclwm111 (Kirby), (N) Bli.ith-
gen, 1934; (N) Stoeckhert, 1933. Lasioglossum (Lasioglossttm) leucozo nittm, (N) Perkins, 1887. Records of 
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this species in or near nests of unrelated bees involve Dasypoda lzirtipes (Fabricius), MELITTIDAE (Friese, 
I 920, 1923, 1926), Andre11a spp., ANDRENIDAE (Morice , 1901; Minki ewicz, 1935, but see Stoeckhert, 1954), 
and E11cera longicornis (Linnaeus), ANTHOPHORIDAE (Friese, 1920). Of these only the Dasypoda record 
appears to be based on repeated ob,erva tion s. 
Splzecodes granulosus Sichel and rngulosus Sichel-Cae110/zalictus rostraticeps (Friese), (R?, N) Claude-
Joseph, 1926; (R?, N) Jan vier, 1933. Corynura (Callochlora) c/1/oris (Spinola), (R?) Janvier, 1933. 
Splzecodes kyalinatw Hagens-Lasioglosswn (Evylaeus) spp., (N) Bluthgen, 1934; (N) Rapp, 1945; 
(N) Stoeckhert, 1933. 
Spl1ecodes levis Lovell and Cockerell (?)-Lasioglosrnm (Evylaeus) q11ebece11se (Crawford), (R) G. 
Eickwort, personal communication. 
Spl1ecodes long11loides Bluthgen-Lasioglossum (Evy laeus) aglyplwm (Perez), (N) Bluthgen, 1934. 
Splzecodes longulw Hagen s- Lasioglosrnm (Evylaeus and Dia/ictus) spp., (N) Alfken, 1912; see also 
Bluthgen, 1934 and Valk eila, 1962. 
Splzecodes majali s Perez-Lasioglossum (Lasioglossum) palle11s (Brulle), (S) Bluthgen, 1934; (S) Stoeck-
hert, 1954. 
Sp/zecodes marginatw Hagens (= 11igrit11l11s and atrattts Hagen s)-Lasioglossum (Evylaeus) spp., (N) 
Alfken, 1913a, 1939; (N) Bluthgen, 1934; (S) Moschler, 1938. 
Splzecodes miniatw Hagen s (= dimidiat11s Hag ens)-LasioglosSl/m (Evylaeus) spp., (N) Alfken, 1939; 
(N) Bluthgen, 1919; (S) Perkins, 1887; (N) Stoeckh ert, 1933. Bluthgen (1916) reported Ha/ictus (Seladonia) 
t111n11lort1m as a probable host. 
Sp/zecodes minor Robert son- LasioglosS1tm (Ewylaew) cinctipes (Provancher), (R) Knerer and Atwood, 
1967. (R, Atwood, 1933, probably also concerns S. minor.) 
Sphccode s monili cornis Kirb y (=S1tbqt1adratus Smith, q11adrat11s Meyer)-Lasioglossum (Evylaeus) mala-
clmmm (Kirb y), (N) Bluth gen, 1934; (N) Ferton, 189 8, 1923; (N) Grandi, 1961; (N) Knerer, 1968, 1973; 
(R) Legewie, 1925; (N) Marechal, 1894; (N) Rapp, 1945; (N) Stoeckhert, 1933, 1954. L. (Evylaeus) spp., 
(N) Alfken, 1913a, b; (N) Bluthgen, 1934; (N) Fahringer, 1922; (N) Grandi, 1961. Ha/i ctus rubicrmdus 
(Christ), (N) Alfken, 1913a, b; (S) Perkins, 1887. L. (Lasiogl ossum) spp., (N) Alfken, 1913a, b; (N) 
Frisby, 1914. Many of the references marked (N) report the Splzecodes killing nest guards or burrowing into 
nest entrances. 
Splzecodes niger Sichel- Lasioglossum (Et 1ylaeus) spp., (N) Bluthgen, 1916, 1934; (N) Rapp, 1945. 
Spl1ecodes pellucidus Smith-A11dre11a spp., ANDRENIDAE, (N) Alfken, 1913a; (N) Bli.ithgen, 1934; 
(N) Chambers, 1949; (N) Fahringer, 1922; (N) Frie se, 1920; (N) !v1oschler, 1938; (S) Perkins, 1919; (N) 
Stoeckhert, 1933. Dasypoda !1irtipes (Fabricius), MELITTIDA E, (N) Friese, 1923. Lasioglosrnm (Evylaeus) 
nigripes (Lepeletier), (N) Grandi, 1961. Lasioglo ssum (L.) spp., (S) Morice, 1901; (?) Valkelia, 1962. 
Splzecodes pimpinellae Robertson-A t1goc/1lorella spp., (R) Ordway, 1964. 
Spl1ecodes puncticeps Thomson-Lasio glosmm (Evylaeus) spp., (N) Alfken, 1912, 1913a, but see 1939; 
(S) Bluthg en, 1919, 1934. 
Spl1ecodes reticulatus Thom son-Andre11a spp ., ANDRENIDAE, (N) Alfken, 1913a, b, 1939; (N) Bluth-
gcn, 1919, 1934; (N) Legewie, 1925; (S) Perkin s, 191 9; (S) Richards, 1944. Dasypoda !1irtipes (Fabricius), 
MELITTIDAE, (N) Frie se, 1920, 1923. 
Spl1ecodes mbic1mdw Hagens-A ndrena spp., ANDRENIDAE, (N) Alfken, 1912, 1913a; (N) Bluthgen, 
1934; (N) Chambers, 1949; (N) Mi:ischler, 1938; (S) Perkins, 1919; (N) Saunders, 1898; (R) Saden, 1895; 
(N) Stoeckh ert, 1919, 1933; (N) Torka , 1913. 
Spl1ecodes ruficrw (Erick son) (= lzispa11icus \Yesmael)-Lasioglosmm malaclmmm (Kirby), (N) Fer-
ton, 1898. 
Spl1ecodes m/iventri s (Panzer) (= rnbovalis Schenck)-Halictus maculatus Smith, (N) Bli.ithgen, 1934; 
(N) Stoeckh ert, l 933. Lasioglossum ( E1•ylaew) spp., L. (Lasioglossum) spp. and Ha/ictus (Seladonia) sp., 
(S) Bluthgen, 1923. 
Splzecodes schenck i H agens-LasioglosS1tm (Lasioglossum) discum (Smith) [= morbillornm (Kriech-
baumer)], (R) Grozdani c, 1971. 
Spl1ecodes spi1111lorns Hagens-Lasioglossum xanthopus (Kirby), ( ?) Alfken, 1912; (S) Bluthgen, 1916, 
1934; (N) Perkin s, 1889. Hali ctw rnbicu11dus (Chr ist), (S) Yarrow, 1943. Records for Andre11a are probably 
incorrect (Stoeckhert, I 933). 
Spl1ecodes mbovalis Schenck-Ha/ictus maculatus Smith, (N) Rapp, 1945. 
Spl1aodes sp.-Ca lliopsis spp., AND RENIDAE , ( N) Ainslie, 1937; (R) Michener, 1953 (misidentified ~s 
Xeopasitcs); (N) Mitch ell, 1960; (N) Rau and Rau, 1916; (N) Shinn, 1967. 
Spl1ecodes sp.-Perd ita spp., ANDRENIDAE, (N) Michener, unpublished; (N) !vfitchell, 1960. 
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one Microsplzecodes was often found in a 
single nest and the parasites appear to re-
main in the host-nest for up to a day or so. 
The Chilean Splzecodes reported upon by 
Claude-Joseph (1926) and Janvier (1933), 
all of them probably in the subgenus 
Austrosplzecodes, probably behave similar-
ly. The several North American species of 
Paralictus are parasites in Lasioglossum 
(Dialictus) nests and adults of host and 
parasite are regularly found together in 
the same nest. Probably they, too, have 
habits similar to those of M. katlzleenae. 
There are probably morphological cor-
relates in females of Spl1ecodes related to 
the manner of parasitization. Thus, those 
that actively dig and push their way into 
nests, against the defense of hosts, have 
heavy legs, strong hind-tibial spines, spine-
like or peglike tibial setae, and a partially 
recognizable basitibial plate, all features 
which presumably make the parasite more 
effective in pushing its hosts. S. monili-
corm·s has these features very well devel-
oped (Figs. 3, 22) and also has a heavy, 
quadrate head, which provides space for 
the strong mandibular musculature; the 
females of this species puncture or crush 
the heads of the host with their long 
mandibles. On the contrar y, the subgenus 
Austrosplzecodes and the genus Micro-
spl1ecodes, whose females apparently live 
more or less peacefully in nests of the host, 
have slender legs without the projections 
and basitibial plates to improve traction. 
Unlike many Splzecodes, which com-
m only visit Aowers, adult s of l\1icrosplze-
codes perhaps feed only in cells of their 
hosts. Most of the known specimens have 
been collected only recently, by persons 
stud ying nests of halictine bees. No speci-
mens are known to hav e been taken on 
flowers alth ough A1. russeiclypeat11s was 
obtained in a plac e wh ere much Aoral col-
lecting has been done by me and by those 
associated with Pad re J. S. Moure. Pub -
lished obse rvations of M. katMeenae in 
Costa Rica indicate that it was not found 
on flowers (Eickwort and Eick wort, 1972). 
I found the unnamed species listed in Ta-
ble 3 as parasites of Habra/ictus and Lasio-
glossum (Evylaeus) to be common flying 
about nesting sites of their hosts in Co-
lombia, as well as in the nests, yet not one 
was seen on a flO\ver. Another Colombian 
species was taken about a bank inhabited 
by Lasioglossum (Dialict11s) where exten-
sive sweeping of the flowers visited by the 
Dialict11s failed to reveal even one Micro-
splzecodes. These observations suggest that 
the principal, if not the only, feeding place 
of Microspl1ecodes adults may be in the 
nest of the host, where they probably feed 
on food masses stored in cells. Such be-
havior is suggestive of that of the parasitic 
genera of allodapine bees which likewise 
do not visit flowers but feed in the nests 
of the host. 
SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT 
For genera 1 to 4 of Table 1, the com-
mentary in this section indicates the place-
ment relative to their nonparasitic ances-
tors. For genera 5 to 8, the Spl1ecodes 
group, however, more detailed, compara-
tive descriptions are given, because these 
genera are closely related and require sub-
stantiation. Moreover, they probably had 
a common parasitic Splzecodes or Splze-
codes-like ancestor and thus constitute a 
natural group, unlike genera 1 to 4, each 
of which arose from a different nest-
making ancestor (Table 1). 
GENUS p AR ALI CTUS ROBERTSON 
(Figs. 7, 24, 29) 
Para/ictus Robertson, 1901, Canadian Ent., 
33:229. Type species: Ha/ictus cephalicus 
Robertson, 1892 (not Morawitz. 1873) = 
Ha/ictus cephalotes Dalla Torre, 1896, by 
original Jesignation. 
This is a North American group of 
several species, resembling and presumably 
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derived from the subgenus Dia/ictus of 
Lasioglossum. It resembles Dia/ictus in 
small size, presence of some greenish color-
ation on the head and thorax, weakened 
second and third transverse cubital veins 
(second sometimes absent) and second re-
current vein, presence of a few (two to 
four) coarse teeth on the inner margin of 
the inner, hind tibial spur (but these teeth 
smaller than is usual in Dialictzts), male 
genital structure including the large, re-
trorse, ventral lobe on the base of the gono-
stylus, as well as various other features 
marked as zero or near zero in column 1, 
Table 2. 
Para/ictus differs from Dialictzts in 
those features having high numbers in 
column 1, Table 2. Included among these 
are reductions in various pollen-handling 
and nest-making structures, such as char-
acters c to j and m. (For details, see 
the explanations for the characters listed 
in Table 2). Other outstanding features 
of Para/ictus are the following: ( k) 
Apical process of labrum of female round-
ed at apex, without keel. (p) Mandible of 
female large, sometimes with subapical 
tooth, although mandible narrower and 
more pointed than in most Dia/ictus, some-
times acutely pointed, without distinct, 
subapical tooth. (This feature is ap-
proached in some Dia/ictus, as is the next.) 
( q) Head of female often quad rate, inner 
margins of eyes sometimes parallel or di-
verging below so that face is wide below, 
genal areas commonly greatly broadened, 
much wider than eye. 
The males are not distinguishable from 
those of Dialictzts by characters that appear 
to be of generic importance (but see 
Mitchell, 1960). 
As emphasized to me by Dr. George C. 
Eickwort, who has studied Paralictzts in 
some detail and who provided me with an 
identified set of specimens for study, there 
is considerable diversity among the species, 
some being more like Dia/ictus than others 
(see variation indicated in column 1, Ta-
ble 2). P. michiganensis Mitchell and sim-
plex Robertson are perhaps the most Dia-
/ictus-like, having a relatively unmodified 
head ( especially in simplex), bidentate 
mandibles (inner tooth smaller and nar-
rower than in Dia/ictus), the body of the 
labrum distinctly elevated above the apical 
process, and the carina margining the 
basitibial plate strong. On the other hand, 
in some features the same species are 
quite different from Dia/ictus. Thus the 
hind femur lacks long, scopal hairs on the 
anterior surface, the penicillus is much re-
duced, and the labral process in simplex 
is subtruncate and bears scattered bristles 
other than those near the margin. At the 
other extreme are species such as P. cepha-
lotes (Dalla Torre) and asteris Mitchell 
which have large heads, the inner orbits 
nearly parallel or diverging below, the 
mandibles enormous and untoothed, the 
labral process weakly differentiated from 
the body of the labrum, and the carina 
margining the basitibial plate weak. The 
long, curled, scopal hairs on the anterior 
surface of the hind femur in asteris and 
the well formed penicillus in ceplwlotes, 
however, are Dia/ictus-like features of 
these species. (The largest penicillus, but 
still reduced compared to Dia/ictus, oc-
curs in an undescribed species from Law-
rence, Kansas.) 
The question arises as to whether Para-
/ictus is a monophyletic group or consists 
of parasites derived independently from 
different species of Dia/ictus. Perhaps this 
question can be answered if Dia/ictu s be-
comes well enough known that the group 
or groups from which Para/ictus arose can 
be determined. At present it is impossible 
to reach a decision. Obviously, if Para/ic-
tus is polyphyletic it must either be divided 
into two or more genera ( or subgenera of 
Lasioglossum) or synonymized with Dia-
/ictus. For the present, I maintain Paralic-
tzts as a genus because it differs from Dia-
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lictl!S by many more, and more striking, 
characters than those that separate the non-
parasitic groups such as Dia/ictus, Evy-
laetts, Lasioglossl!m s. str., and even Ha/ic-
tus from one another. 
GENUS ECHTHRALICTUS 
PERKINS AND CHEES:\IAN 
(Figs. 8, 16, 30) 
Echthralictus Perkins and Cheesman, 1928, 
Hymenoptera-Apoidea, Sphecoidea and 
Vespoidea, in Insects of Samoa, British 
Museum (Natural History), p. 14. Type 
species: Ha/ictus extraordinarius Kohl, 
1908, by original designation. 
This genus contains at least two species 
restricted to Samoa, where it presumably 
arose from Homa/ictus (Homalictl!s) spe-
cies. As indicated by Michener (1965) it 
resembles H omalictl!s proper in the fol-
lowing features: small size; presence of 
some greenish or bluish coloration on the 
head and thorax; presence of a frontal 
carina; weakened third transverse cub ital 
and second recurrent veins; presence of a 
_ .... ......., . ,, 
29 30 
few, coarse teeth on the inner margin of 
the inner, hind tibial spur; presence of a 
few, very long hairs representing the dis-
tinctive sternal scopa of Homalictus; rather 
elongate male genitalia with short gono-
styli and without a basal, retrorse, gonosty-
lar lobe, as well as various other features 
marked as zero or near zero in column 2 
of Table 2. 
Eclitliralictw differs from Homalictw 
in those features having high numbers in 
column 2, Table 2. Among these are re-
ductions in pollen-carrying structures 
( characters d to g) and in some probable 
nest-making structures ( characters i, j, m), 
as explained in the paragraphs about char-
acters listed in Table 2. The femoral scopa 
is not recognizable, except for the row of 
long hairs on the posterior surface which is 
reduced to simple hairs, the longest about 
two-thirds as long as the maximum fe-
moral diameter. The tibia has a distinct, 
relatively bare, under surface, but the hairs 
margining it are not longer than those else-
wh ere on the tibia and have only short 
Fies. 29, 30. Facial Yiews of fema le~ of Para/ictus asteris Mitchell and Ec/1tlzralict11s extraordi11ari11s (Kohl) . 
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branches. Except for some long hairs aris-
ing near the tibial spurs, the longest tibial 
hairs are the thick, mostly-simple bristles 
along the outer margin ( character s). 
Other outstanding generic characters of 
Eclz tlz ralictus are: ( k) A pi cal process of 
labrum of female rather narrowly rounded 
(rather than pointed) at apex; the keel 
reduced to a strong carina. ( o) Dorso-
lateral angle of pronotum produced to 
acute spine, rounded at apex. (p) Mandi-
ble of female acute, without subapical 
tooth. ( q) Head of female quad rate, inner 
margins of eyes subparallel, so that face is 
wide below, genal area much wider than 
eye. 
Another distinctive feature, perhaps re-
lated to the loss of the tergal and great 
reduction of the sternal scopa, is the round-
ed lateral metasomal margin. In Homalic-
tus, the metasoma is compressed so that its 
lateral margin is a strong bend, or crease, 
in the terga where their ventral surfaces 
join the dorsal surfaces. The inner margin 
of the inner, hind-tibial spur of the male 
is coarsely pectinate, suggesting a female. 
In features such as the wide head and 
the coarse teeth on the inner hind-spur of 
the male, Eclztlzralictus suggests Homalic-
tus cte11a11der Michener from Australia, 
but in the labral process, female mandible, 
scopa, etc., that species does not show evi-
dence of parasitic behavior (Michener, 
1965). While the male of Eclztlzralictus is 
easily distinguished from that of most 
Homa/ictus, species like H. ctena11der 
eliminate useful, constant, generic charac-
ters for males. 
GENUS PARATHRINCOSTOMA 
BLi .JTHGEN 
(Figs. 9, 31-38) 
Parathrincostoma Bliithgen, 1933, Mitt. Zool. 
Mus. Berlin, 18:389. Type species: Para-
thrincostoma seyrigi Bliithgen, 1933, by 
original designation and monotypy. 
This genus, known only from Mada-
gascar, was first described from the male. 
Although Bli.ithgen could not determine 
whether the pollen-carrying scopa of the 
female was present or absent, he suggested 
that the genus was probably a parasite de-
rived from T hrinclzostoma. Benoist (1962) 
described the female and noted the absence 
of the "brosse collectrice aux tibias III," 
but made no point of this finding, nor did 
he note the lack of a femoral scopa. Pre-
sumably he was confused by the fact that 
one of his two, supposed species was a 
N omia with pollen-collecting apparatus 
(see Appendix). Thus the parasitic nature 
0f the gen us is here established for the first 
time, based on the lack of the pollen-
carrying apparatus. 
Parathrincostoma agrees with T lzrin-
clzostoma subgenus Eotlzrincostoma in the 
characters listed below: 
Batiz sexes: Nonmetallic black, large 
and slender, 11-14 mm long; metasoma 
elongate, widest at third segment. Clypeus 
produced downward and strongly protu-
berant forward, a line tangent to the lower 
ends of eyes crossing clypeus near middle 
or at lower third; malar space conspicuous, 
but shorter than basal mandibular width. 
Paraocular area extending as a strong, 
right-angular lobe into clypeus. Mouth-
parts long and slender, glossa linear and 
much exceeding the short galea and palpi. 
Pronotum with horizontal, dorsal surface 
rather broad, margined anteriorly by high 
carina or lamella, not overhung by scu-
tum. Dorsal surface of propodeum much 
longer than metanotum. Apical wing 
veins strong; first transverse cubital arising 
well away from margin of stigma, vein r 
being about three times as long as wide, 
first recurrent vein approximately inter-
stitial ( or in one specimen of P. seyrigi, 
second transverse cubital absent so that 
there are only two submarginal cells); no 
area of dense hair along second transverse 
cubital vein, this vein not angular or thick-




F1Gs . 31-34. Parathrincostoma seyrigi Bliithgen . FIGS. 
31, 32, male and female. F1Gs. 33, 34, faces, male 
and female. 
ened; anterior margin of third submarginal 
cell about half as long as posterior margin; 
marginal cell minutely truncate and ap-
pendiculate at apex. Apical margins of 
terga 1-4 of females and 1-6 of males broad-
ly impunctate and slightly depressed. 
Male: Labrum with strong, median, 
apical process similar to that of female, 
this process margined with bristles, with-
out keel, but with feeble, longitudinal, 
median ridge. Basitibial plate an elongate, 
hairless, shining area, not defined by a 
canna. 
Parathrincostoma differs from T hrin-
chostoma in the features represented by 
high scores in column 3, Table 2, and dis-
cussed in the paragraphs associated with 
that table as well as below: (a) Body and 
legs largely without short hairs except 
behind pronotal lobe, sparsely across dor-
sum of pronotal collar, and in males on 
large areas with short, dense, brown hairs 
on terga 3-5. Depressed apical tergal mar-
gins with out laterally directed hairs in 
female or in male with such hairs poorly 
represent ed. (lz) Basitibial plate of female 
feebly elevat ed, shining, not clearly de-
fined. (i) Fifth metasomal tergum of fe-
male hairy, with hairs nearly to margin, 
without any evidence of median special-
ized area, surface not hidden by hairs, 
apical margin weakly produced medially. 
(i) Sixth tergum with pygidial and supra-
pygidial plates united, the gradulus weak 
or absent. (/() Labral keel of female re-
duced to a strong carina, high and almost 
a keel apically. 
Other distinctive features of Paratl2rin-
costoma are as follows: Dorso lateral, pro-
notal angle obtuse or produced to acute 
spine, connected mesally with carina or 
lamella across anterior margin of collar. 
Propodeal triangle broader than in Thrin-
chostoma, posterior margin curving onto 
posterior pronotal surface. Male: Face and 
legs black; flagellum of moderate length, 
all segments longer than broad or second 
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as broad as long; hind tibia slender, black, 
unmodified, the spurs in normal positions ; 
first two hind tarsal segments not fused, 
but articulation much broader than more 
dist al articulations; seventh tergum with-
out pygidial plate, but with bro adly round-
ed, apical margin as seen from above, thi s 
margin being a sharp separation of dorsal 
and ventral surfaces of tergum. Sterna 4 
and 5 unmodified. 
It is interesting that th e unmodified 
fourth and fifth sterna and hind tibia of 
the male and the nonfu sed first an d second 
hind tarsal segments of the male appear 
to be ancestral to those of any Thrinc/10 -
stoma. Relative to most Tlzrinc/10stoma, 
several other charact ers, especially those of 
the wings, are ancestral, being more like 
ordinary halictids. It is in these latter 
characters that Paratlzrincostoma resemble s 
the subgenus Eotlzrincostoma. Eotlzrinco -
stoma is restricted to Africa, so far as 
known not being found in Madagascar or 
Asia. Unless the ancestral wing, leg, and 
sternal characters are reversions somehow 
related to parasitic beh avior, the implica-
tions are that Paratlzrincostoma is an an-
cient parasite that arose from a common 
ancestor with Eotlirincostoma either in 
Africa or at a time when Eothrincostoma 
was in Madagascar. Eotlzrincostoma and 
Tlzrinclzostoma have the common derived 
male features of modifi ed sterna, fused 
first and second hind tars al segments, and 
enlarged and modified hind tibiae. 
GE ·us TEMNOSOM A S:\11TH 
(Figs. 10, 18) 
Temn osoma Smith , 1853, Catalogue of hy-
menopterous insects in the collection of 
the British Museum , 1 :38. Type species: 
Temnosoma metallicum Smith, 1853 
( mono basic). 
Micraugochlora Schrottky, 1909, Rev. Mus. 
La Plat a, 16:138. Type species: A!icr-
aug ochlora sphaerocephala Schrottky, 
1909 (monobasic). 
Tenmosonwla Ogloblin, 1953, Bol. Soc. Ent. 
Argentina, 2:2. Type species: Temno-
soma (Temnosomula) platen sis Ogloblin, 
1953, Tenwosoma sphaerocephala 
(Schrottky, 1909), by original designation 
and monotypy. 
This genus, which ranges from south-
ern Arizona to Argentina, consists of bril-
liant metallic-green species with coarse 
punctation ( suggestive of chrysidids), the 
only known parasites in the tribe Augo-
chlorini. ( All other forms treated in this 
paper are in the tribe Halictini). Tem no-
soma has been described and illu strated by 
Eick wort (19696) and its features related 
to the presumed parasitic behavior are 
summarized in Table 2 and the accom-
panying text and figures. More detailed 
treatment is not necessary here. 
In some respects there is more variation 
in the genus than Eickwort recognized. 
Thus the labral process of the female is 
sometimes emarginate instead of truncate 
and the body of the labrum may have a 
single median elevation instead of a pair 
of them. The gradulus of the sixth tergum 
of the female may be absent, so that there 
is no suprapygidial plate and the hairy 
zone or pygidial fimbria extends across the 
tergum in front of the pygidial plate unin-
terruptedly. On the other hand, as illus-
trated by Eickwort, there may be a weak ly 
defined, small, suprapygidial plate and be-
hind it, a break in the hairy zone. 
THE SPHECODES GROUP 
The content of this large and wide-
spread group is indicated in Table 1. It 
contains halictids that are highly modified 
as parasites. Probably because of its an-
tiquity, its most closely related nonpara-
sitic relatives are not readily identifiable. 
The distal veins of the forewing are 
strong, a character shared with Ha/ictus 
and differentiating the parasites from 
Lasiogloss11m, Homalicws, and their rela-
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Fies. 35-38. Parathrin costoma seyrigi Bluthg en, male. Fi es. 35, 36. Dors al-Yentr al and lateral Yiews of ge nitali:1. 
Fies. 37, 38. Seventh and eigh th metasomal sterna , dorsal at left. 
Fies. 39-43. Ptilocleptis to m efltosa Michener , male. Fie. 39. Seventh terg um. Fies. 40, 41. Dor sal-Yentral 
and lateral views of ge nit alia. Fies. 42, 43. Seve nth and eighth m etasomal sterna , dorsal at left. 
Fies. 44-46. Ptilocleptis eiclu1Jorti Michener, male. F ie. 44. SeYenth tergurn. Fies. 45, 46. Dorsal-Yentral 
and lateral views of genitalia. Scale lines rep resen t 0.5 mm. 
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tives. Unlike Halictus, however, the distal 
margins of the metasomal terga are usu-
ally rather broadly hairless, never with 
hair bands. Also, unlike Ha/ictus, the 
male gonostylus often has a small basal 
ventral lobe, probably homologous to the 
retrorse lobe that is widespread in the 
Lasioglossum-Homalictus group. The 
rather large gonostyli, however, are sug-
gestive of those of some Halictt1s. 
Partly because of the great variability 
among species of Sphecodes, the genera of 
the Sphecodes group are not easily defined. 
The more diagnostic characters are itali-
cized in the following descriptions. 
PTILOCLEPTIS NEw Garns 
(Figs. 11, 17, 25, 28, 39-54) 
Type species: Ptilocleptis tomentosa new 
species. 
The three species of this genus, all of 
them described in the Appendix, resemble 
certain polybiine wasps because of the 
elongate body, dark costal margins of the 
forewings, and in some cases the yellowish 
integumental markings, in others the pat-
tern of yellow brown pubescence. 
Bot/2 sexes: Punctation moderate , dense 
on head and thorax, not involving coarse 
pitting as is usual in Spl2ecodes. Head lit-
tle wider than long, eyes strongly converg-
ing below, clypells only about twice as 
broad as long, not biconvex. Eyes with 
scattered lzairs, extremely short to about 
one-fourth as long as diameter of scape. 
Hypostomal carina a very high, thin la-
mella, gradually reduced toward posterior 
encl, abruptly reduced near angle so that 
transverse part is low. Hairs of flagellum 
mostly short, but dorsal side with some 
hairs one fifth as long as diameter of fla-
gellum, basal segments with some as much 
as one third that length. Preoccipital ca-
rina present, complete. Pronotum with 
horizontal surface of collar very-short me-
dially, a strong carina across anterior mar -
gin of collar between lateral angles; lateral 
angle right -angular, extended downward 
as strong vertical carinate ridge which 
merges with a laterally directed lamella 
that extends toward coxal base; a carina 
from lateral angle of pronotum onto pos-
terior lobe , continuing at least two thirds 
of way across lobe. Anterior extremit y of 
scutum narrowly vertical, then abruptly 
curving onto dorsal surface, vertical area 
that lacks punctures present, but small, or 
absent in P. polybioides Michener. Scu-
tellum rather flat medially or biconv ex . 
Propodeum with dorsal area bearing strong 
longitudinal carinae, the area about as long 
as or longer than metanotum, distinctly 
s/2orter than sclltellllm; posterior and lat-
teral surfaces of propodeum wit/1 s/20rt 
plumose hairs. First metasomal tergum as 
long as or longer than wide. 
Wings with rather long hairs over en-
tire surface; stigma of moderate size; mar-
ginal cell with apex narrowly rounded 
almost on wing mar gi n, free part beyond 
submarginal cells much longer than part 
subtended by marginal cells; marginal cell 
1mnsually broad because vein beyond sub-
marginal cells is gently curved almost its 
entire length; submarginal cells extending 
well beyond apex of stigma; second and 
third submarginal cells each receiving a 
recurrent vein, or second transverse cubital 
vein absent, so that there are only two 
submarginal cells, the second receiving 
both recurr ent veins. 
Female: Mandible without subapical 
toot/2, relatively slzort. Labrum with apical 
process a little over twice as wide as long 
to four times as wide as long. 
Legs slender, hind femur well over four 
times as long as wide; basitibial plate tot-
ally absent; tibia rather densely covered 
with relative ly short, slender, essentially 
simple hairs, some near upper margin with 
a few sho rt barbs, some shorter plumed 
hairs interspersed, no spinelike setae: hind 
tibial spine absent. 





Fies. 47-54. Ptiloclepti.r. Fies. 47-49. I' . tom e11tosa i\Iichener, holotype femal e. Fie . 50. Face of allotype male 
of P. tomcntosa. Fies. 51, 52. I'. polybio ides Michener , holotype fem ale. Fie. 53. Wing of I'. tomentosa , 
allotype male. Fie. 54. Propodeum and base of m eta~oma of P. tom ent osa, holotype female. 
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Fifth tergum with apical fringe of plu-
mose hairs longer than those of preceding 
terga. Pygidial plate a thin slightly up-
turned apical process in front of which a 
bare zone extends anteriorly toward mid-
dle of tergum in P. tomentosa. 
Male: Antenna of moderate length as 
in female, not thickened, first fbgellar seg-
ment broader than long or as long as 
broad, others longer than broad or second 
about as long as broad. Labrum with api-
cal process two to four times as broad as 
long. 
Second hind tarsal segment shorter 
than to longer than third, base broader 
than base of third. 
Gonocoxite not striate, without depres-
sion; gonostylus without basal lobe. 
This genus is known from Mexico (un-
known locality) to southern Brazil. It 
differs from Sphecodes in the features 
italicized above, especially those of the 
Iabrum, clypeus, and hind tibia. Moreover, 
it does not look like a Sphecodes, not only 
because of its form and relatively fine punc-
tation, but because of lack of red colora-
tion and the extensive coverage of the body 
with short plumed hair, as indicated in 
the descriptions of the species. 
In its elongate body, slender legs and 
relatively fine punctation this genus sug-
gests Eupetersia. It is much less similar 
to Sphecodes than is Eupetersia, however. 
Presumably it is an independent derivative 
of Sphecodes, as indicated by the charac-
ters emphasized above as well as by the 
relatively narrow head and short mandi-
bles, features suggestive of S. convergens 
which may represent the group from which 
Ptilocleptis arose. 
The generic name is based on ptilon, 
feather or plume, and kelptis, thief, and is 
feminine in gender. 
GENUS MICROSPHECODES 
E1cKWORT AND STAGE 
(Figs. 55-57) 
Microsphecodes Eickwort and Stage, 1972, 
Jour. Kansas Ent. Soc., 45:501. Type spe-
cies: Sphecodes kathleenae Eickwort, 
1972, by original designation. 
Both sexes: Punctation rather weak, 
not involving such coarse pitting as is 
usual in Sphecodes. Clypeus three to four 
times as broad as long, not biconvex. Eyes 
with only very short, scattered hairs. Hairs 
on upper surface of antenna! flagellum 
often one third as long as diameter of 
flagellum or more, such long hairs present 
on all flagellar segments. Preoccipital ca-
rina present or absent. Pronotum with 
horizont al surface or collar poorly defined, 
rounded onto declivous anterior surface, 
narrow medially, lateral angle rounded or 
obtusely angulat e [lfith no mar!(ed vertical 
ridge extending do[{Jntflard from it and no 
carina or larnella extending toward coxal 
base; a weak ridge extending to pronotal 
lobe, but not continued as a carina across 
lobe. Anterior extremity of scutum gently 
convex except adjacent to pronotum, no 
larg e strongly convex or vertical region, 
but with sma ll transverse more or less verti-
cal area without punctures. Scutellum bi-
convex or not, the midlateral areas ( con-
vexites when present) largely impunctate. 
Propodeum with dorsal area slightly 
shorter than or as long as scutellum, semi-
lunar, with a few, often irregular carinae. 
Posterior and lateral surfaces of propo-
deum with numerous, short, plumose, 
white hairs in addition to scattered longer 
hairs. 
Wings with rather long hairs over en-
tire surface; stigma large; marginal cell 
pointed at or near wing margin; free part 
of marginal cell more than twice as long 
as part subtended by submarginal cells, 
which do not extend beyond ape.r of stig-




Fies. 55-57. Microsphecodes kathleenae (Eickwort and Stage). Fies. 55, 56. Faces of female paratype and allo-
type male. Fie. 57. Win g of allotype male. 
Fies. 58, 59. Eupetersia {lava Miche ner, face an <l <lorsum of propo<leum and base of metasoma. 
ma; second and third submarginal cells 
each receiving a recurrent vein. 
First tergum sliglztly longer tlzan broad, 
more elongate in male; metasoma mod er-
ately elongate, more slender in male than 
in female. Almost no constriction betw een 
first and second terga as seen in lateral 
view. 
Female: Mandible t{Jitlzout s11bapical 
tootlz. Labrum as usual in Splzecodes , with 
broad rounded apical process about twic e 
as broad as long. 
Le gs slender, hind femur over three 
times as long as wide, upper surface near 
base scarcely convex; basitibial plat e en-
tirely absent; hairs on outer side of hind 
tibia simp le or nearly so, upper margin of 
hind tibia without spinel ik e setae or pegs; 
hind tibial spine absent or nearly so. 
Fif tlz tergum t{Jitlz apical mar gin bare, 
broadly impwictate, /if(e preceding terga. 
P ygidial plate narrow, rounded apically, 
parallel-sided, marginal carinae extending 
only a short distance onto tergal disc. 
J..1 ale: Antenna not much longer than 
in female, flagellum not tlzickened, first 
two flagellar segments both a little broader 
than long. Labrum as in female. 
Second hind tarsal segment slightly 
longer than third, narrowed toward base 
and articulated like third. 
Gonocoxite not striate, without de-
pressed area. Gonostylus broadly rounded, 
its basal ventral setose lobe rather small 
and directed apically. 
This is a neotropical genus of minute 
species, 3.25 to 6 mm long, often with 
more or less extensive yellowish areas on 
the head and thorax. Species are known 
from Costa Rica to southern Brazil. The 
characters italicized in the above descrip-
tion separate J..licrosphecodes from most 
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Splzecodes. Some of these characters, such 
as the simple mandibles, occur also in vari-
ous groups of Splzecodes, but others seem 
very distinctive and have led me to elevate 
Microsplzecodes to the genus-level. Among 
such characters are the gently convex 
anterior part of the scutum, the enlarged 
stigma and short submarginal cells relative 
to the marginal cell, and the lack of an 
apical fringe on the fifth tergum of the 
female. Thus Microsplzecodes is fully as 
distinctive as Eupetersia. 
The described species of the genus are 
listed and discussed by Eick wort and 
Stage (1972). 
Various small species of Splzecodes re-
semble Microsplzecodes in appearance and 
some species of Austrosplzecodes from 
South America may represent a group of 
Splzecodes related to Microsplzecodes. In 
other areas, similar species obviously result 
from convergence. For example, Spl1e-
codes (Splzecodes) antennariae Robertson 
has the size, coloration, shining thorax 
with small punctures, lack of areolation, 
and simple female mandibles of Micro-
spl1ecodes. However, the distinct origin 
of S. antennariae is shown by most of the 
above italicized characteristics and by the 
presence of a few spinelike setae on the 
outer margin of the hind tibia of the fe-
male, the partially recognizable basitibial 
plate of the female, the thickened articu-
lation between the first and second hind 
tarsal segments of the male, etc. 
GENUS EUPETERSIA BLUTHGEN 
(Figs . 12, 19, 58-66) 
Batiz sexes: Punctation moderate to 
fine, varying from dense to sparse, not in-
volving such coarse pitting as is usual in 
Splzecodes. Head much wider than long, 
clypeus three or more times as wide as 
long, not or feebly biconvex. Eyes hairless 
or with scattered very-short hairs. Hairs 
of antenna! flagellum all short or some as 
Frcs. 60, 6 I. Eupetersia guillarmodi :Michener, dor-
sal-ventral and lateral views of male genitalia. Scale 
lines represent 0.5 mm. 
much as one-fifth as long as diameter of 
flagellum. Preoccipital carina present, at 
least at sides where lower extremities ap-
proach or join posterior extremities of 
h ypostomal carinae. 
Pronotum with horizontal surface of 
collar reduced almost to the vanishing 
point medially (broader in guillarmodi), 
but forming lateral angle which is usually 
prominent ( weak and rounded in coemlea 
Bli.ithgen and mficrus Bli.ithgen and rela-
tives) and below which vertical ridge ex-
tends downward, a carina usually evident 
from lateral angle onto posterior lobe. An-
terior extremity of scutum strongly con-
vex, the vertical anterior surface sometimes 
lacking punctures and therefore with an 
area sharply different from rest of scutum. 
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Scutellum variable. Propodeum with dor-
sal area coarsely-rugose, aerolate, markedly 
longer than scutellum, usually slightly con-
cave, broad laterally so that it is semilunar 
and broadly rounded posteriorly (not tri-
angular); posterior and lateral surfaces of 
propodeum with numerous short plumose 
pale hairs in addition to scattered longer 
hairs. 
TVings ruith rather long hairs over 
entire surfaces; stigma of moderate size; 
marginal cell narrowly truncate to pointed 
on or near wing margin; free part of mar-
ginal cell beyond submarginal cells much 
longer than part subtended by submarginal 
cells, which usually extend but little be-
yond apex of stigma. 
First tergum usually about as long as 
broad; metasoma in both sexes moderately 
elongate, usually more slender than in most 
female Sphecodes and not as slender and 
parallel sided as in most male Sphecodes. 
(In E. guillarmodi, metasoma relatively 
robust, same shape in male and female.) 
In lateral view, a constriction between 
first and second terga ( except in E. guil-
larmodi). Posterior margins of terga 2-4 
broadly depressed, hairless, impunctate. 
Female: Afandible without subapical 
tooth. Labrum as usual in Sphecodes with 
broad, rounded apical process about twice 
as broad as long. 
Legs slender; hind femur over three 
times as long as wide, upper surface near 
base scarcely convex; basitibial plate en-
ti rely absent or slightly elevated; long 
hairs on outer side of hind tibia simple 
or nearly so; upper margin of hind tibia 
with or without spinelike setae; hind tibial 
spine broad, blunt, not longer than broad. 
Fifth tergum with apical margin 
fringed, unlike preceding terga, and some-
times with a conspicuous hairless zone in 
front of fringe. Pygidial plate usually nar-
row, the sides parallel, but broad in E. 
guillarmodi and fiava. 
}dale: Antenna short as in female. 
-flagellum not thickened, first two fiagellar 
segments both distinctly broader tl1an 
long. Labrum with apical process short so 
that it is three to several times as broad 
as long. 
Second hind tarsal segment about as 
long as third, base broader than base of 
third. 
Gonocoxite not striate, with dorsolat-
eral depressed area with lamella or fiange 
on either side and often with one or more 
longitudinal ridges across depressed area. 
Gonostylus long, with basal setose lobe 
broad and directed rnesobasad. 
This genus ranges widely through sub-
Saharan Africa, south as far as Cape Prov-
ince; it also occurs in Madagascar, the Sey-
chelles, and has recently been found in 
southern India. Baker (1974) has cata-
logued the described species. [He missed 
records of E. sakalava Bliithgen by Benoist, 
1962. as well as a species, E. constricta 
(Benoist). new combination, described in 
the same paper as a Sphecodes and here 
transferred to Eupetersia on the basis of the 
description.] Keys to the species were 
given by Bliithgen (1928, 1935). 
Compared to Sphecodes, the body form 
is rather elongate. about the same in the 
two sexes, with the antennae of the male 
short as in females. In species such as E. 
bequaerti (Meyer), the pitting of the meso-
scutum, mesepisterna, and to a lesser de-
gree the rest of the thorax is quite coarse, 
suggestive of Sphecodes. Also, the first 
metasomal tergum is not as elongate as in 
most species (length to breadth about as 
9 :IO) and the pan of the marginal cell 
subtended by submarginals extends well 
beyond the stigma. In these respects as 
well as coloration E. bequaerti resembles 
Sphecodes. Unfortunately, I have not seen 
males of this species, but it is a reasonable 
assumption that such Sphecodes-like forms 
were ancestral to the species typical of 
Eupetersia. 
The existence in Africa of Splzecodes 
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Fies. 62-65. Eupetcrsia guillarm odi Michener. F ies. 
62, 63. Faces of holotype female and allotype male. 
Fies. 64, 65. Dorsal views of median parts of body, 
holotype female and allotype mal e. 
species ( unidentified, Karen, Nairobi, 
Kenya, Univ. of Kansas) wi th simple 
mandibles in the female, a strong preoc-
cipital carina, and a narrow pygidial plate, 
nearly bridges the gap between Splzecodes 
and Eupetersia and supports the suggestion 
of Benoist (1962, p. 124) that Eupetersia 
is not generically distinct from Splzecodes. 
I have concluded, however, that Eupeter -
sia, although an offshoot of Splzecodes, is 
different enough to receive generic status. 
The distinctive combination of characters 
is italicized in the above description, but 
it must be noted that few of these char-
acters, by themselves, are diagnostic. 
Most Enpetersia are distinguished from 
Splzecodes by the fine thoracic punctation, 
either rather dense or sparse, as well as the 
body form. The coloration is commonly 
unlike that typical of Splzecodes, ranging 
from entirely black or dark metallic blue 
[ E. coerulea Bli.ithgen and allies, placed in 
Callenpetersia by Cockerell (1938) only 
because of the blue color] to specimens 
with the thorax red and the rest of the 
body black ( some specimens of E. para-
doxa Bli.ithgen) to the entirely reddish yel-
low E. f!ava described below. 
Slender legs are diagnostic for females. 
The slender, parallel-sided pygidial plate 
occurs in some otherwise ordinary Spl,e-
codes, such as S. crassus Thompson, gibbus 
(Linna eus), lzeraclei Robertson, etc. The 
antennae of known males do not resemble 
those of any Spl1ecodes known to me. The 
flagellum is relatively short, not thickened 
as in Sphecodes, the middle segments 
slightly broader than long to long er than 
broad. The first two segments are both 
much broad er than long. In Splzecodes, 
even species with relatively short male 
antennae, such as S. cressonii Robertson, 
at/antis Mitchell, and costaricensis Friese, 
the flagellum is longer and thick er than in 
the female and although the first segment 
is much broader than long, the second is 
nearly as long as broad or longer than 
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broad. Unfortunately males of the most 
Spliecodes-like Ettpetersia, such as E. be-
quaerti, are not known to me. For the 
same reason the genitalic characters listed 
above cannot with certainty be considered 
diagnostic of all species. 
SUBGENUS EUPETERSIA 
BLUTHGEN s. STR. 
Eupetersia Bliithgen, 1928, Deutsche Ent. 
Zeitschr., 1928:p. 49. Type species: Eu-
petersia neavei Bliithgen, 1928, by original 
designation. 
Calleupetersia Cockerell, 1938, Rev. Zool. Bot. 
Africaines, 30:329. Type species: Halic-
tus lasureus Friese, 1910, by original desig-
nation. 
Scutum more or less densely punctate. 
Scutellum with surface bigibbous, the two 
convexities not or sparsely punctate, punc-
tures denser around them and on midline 
separating them. Recurrent veins both 
entering third submarginal cell or the first 
interstitial. Depressed area of male gono-
coxite preapical. 
This subgenus is limited to Africa and 
Madagascar. Calleupetersia is distinctive 
only in its metallic blue integumental col-




Nesoeupeterisa Bliithgen, 1935, Deutsche Ent. 
Zeitschr, 1935: 182. Type species: Sphe-
codes scotti Cockerell, 1912, by original 
designation. 
Scutal punctures scattered. Scutellum 
ge ntly convex, not bigibbous, with scat-
tered punctation similar to that of scutum. 
Second and third submarginal cells each 
rece iving a recurrent vein, or the first vein 
int erstitial. Depressed area of male gono-
coxi te extending much of length of gono-
cox ite , wi thout carinae across it ( examined 
onl y in P. sal(alava Bluthgen). 
This subgenus is known from Mada-
gascar, the Seychelles, and south India, 
with a possibly incorrectly placed species 
from Zaire (see Baker, 1974). 
GENus SPHECODES L.nREILLE 
(Figs. 13, 14, 20-22, 27, 67-72) 
Both sexes: Punctation of head and 
thorax usually coarse, but punctures, espe-
cially of mesoscutum, sometimes widely 
separated by shining ground. Head much 
wider than long ( or scarcely so in S. con-
vergens Michener), clypeus about two to 
usually more than three times as wide as 
long, often biconvex due to longitudinal 
median depression which is often reduced 
to a closely punctate zone or absent. Eyes 
usually nearly hairless, but with variably 
long hair in S. biroi Friese and in an un-
identified Argentine species, and with scat-
tered short hairs in various other species. 
Hairs of antenna! flagellum all or nearly-
all very short. Preoccipital carina usually 
absent in the holarctic region ( occasionally 
present as in S. scabricollis \Vesmael), but 
distinct in some groups from South Amer-
ica , south Asia to Australia, and Africa. 
Pronotum with horizontal surface of 
collar almost absent medially, but forming 
lateral angles which are usually prominent 
( weak and rounded in braclz yceplzalus 
Mitchell and some small Neotropical spe-
cies) and below which a vertical ridge 
extends downward (ridge weak in forms 
with weak lateral angles and in S. conver-
gens Michener, persimilis Lovell and Cock-
erell, etc.), vertical ridge approaching or 
merging with a more laterally directed 
ridge that extends toward coxal base, or 
laterally directed ridge weak or absent in 
many species; a carina from lateral angle 
across posterior lobe of pronotum. Anterior 
extremity of scutum strongly convex, ver-
tical anterior surface nearly always with 
area that lacks punctures ( or has them 
smaller and sparser than in adjacent areas 
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FIG. 66 . Eupetersia g11illarmodi ;\!ichcner, win gs of paratype female. FI GS. 67, 68. Sp lzccodes ma nskii (Ray-
ment), face and forewing of holotype fem ale. FI G. 69 . Sp lzecod es co 111'erge 11s Michener, face of holotype female. 
FIG. 70. Sphecodes manstu·i, dorsum of m edian part of body of holotype female. FI GS. 71, 72. Sp/1eco des co 111'er-
ge11s. 
in S. convergens Michener) and is there-
fore sharply different from rest of scutum. 
Scutellum gently convex or sometimes 
weakly biconv ex du e to feeble longitudi-
nal median depression. Propodeum with 
dorsal area coarsely rugose, usually 
strongly areol ate, usually about as long as 
scutellum, shorter than scutellum in a few 
species [ e.g., S. spinulosus Hagens, albila-
bris (Kirby), and mficlzelis Strand], area 
broadly rounded posteriorly; post erior and 
lateral surfaces of propodeum usually with-
out or with few short plumose hairs in 
addition to longer hairs, but such hairs 
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sometimes rather conspicuous ( e.g., in S. 
heraclei Robertson, prosphorus Lovell and 
Cockerell, pulsatillae Cockerell, pecosensis 
Cockerell, mbicundus Hagens, and in the 
subgenus Austrosphecodes). 
Wings with hairs short and dense api-
cally, somewhat longer and less dense 
tO\vard bases [hairs rather long and dense 
throughout in S. manskii (Rayment)]; 
stigma of moderate size; marginal cell 
pointed to narrowly truncate at apex; free 
part of marginal cell beyond submarginal 
cells as long as to twice as long as part 
subtended by submarginal cells, which 
extend well beyond apex of stigma. Sec-
ond and third submarginal cells each re-
ceiving a recurrent vein, or as occasional 
variants first recurrent and second trans-
verse cubital interstitial, or in some species 
first transverse cubital absent so that there 
are only two submarginal cells. 
First tergum usually broader than long, 
in various Neotropical Austrosphecodes 
species as wide as long or even longer 
than wide. In lateral view base of second 
tergum sometimes depressed so that there 
is a weak constriction between first and 
second terga. Posterior margins of terga 
2-4 broadly depressed, hairless, commonly 
impunctate. 
Female: Mandible with or without 
subapical tooth. Labrum with broad, flat 
apical process which is rounded, truncate, 
or bilobed and usually about twice as broad 
as long, but varies to nearly as long as 
broad [ e.g., in S. monilicornis (Kirby)]. 
Legs commonly robust, hind femur 
little over twice as long as wide (S. moni-
licornis Kirby) to three or more times as 
long as wide, nearly always strongly con-
vex on upper surface near base except in 
some Austrosphecodes; basitibial plate ab-
sent to demarked along posterior margin 
and at apex; long hairs on outer side of 
hind tibia plumose, barbed, or (rarely) 
mostly simple ( e.g., in S. monilicornis 
(Kirby), profugus Cockerell); upper mar-
gin of hind tibia with or without spine-
like setae; hind tibial spine variable. 
Fifth tergum, unlike preceding terga, 
with apical margin fringed except in S. 
brachycephalus Mitchell, often with dense 
prepygidial fimbria in front of apical 
fringe, fringe sometimes interrupted me-
dially. Pygidial plate typically broader 
than in Eupetersia, but slender in various 
species [ e.g., S. gibbus (Linnaeus), pulsa-
tillae Cockerell]. 
Male: Antennae long to as short as in 
female, flagellum often thickened, first 
Aagellar segment broader than long, sec-
ond variable, but usually longer than first, 
the first and second never both very short 
as in Eupetersia. Labrum with apical 
process shorter than in female, usually 
several times as wide as long, but rarely 
( e.g., S. chilensis Spinola) little over twice 
as broad as long. 
Second hind tarsal segment shorter 
than to longer than third, base broader 
than or equal to base of third. 
Gonocoxite usually striate, sometimes 
with dorsal basal depression, but without 
dorsolateral margined depression as in 
Eupetersia. Gonostylus variable, common-
ly with basal setose lobe. 
This genus consists of hundreds of spe-
cies and is found on all continents, al-
though it is nearly absent in Australia, 
being represented there by only two spe-
cies found in the northern part of the 
continent. Major papers on the taxonomy 
of Old \Vorld species of the genus are by 
Bluthgen (19236, 1924, 1927, 1928); com-
prehensive taxonomic treatment of New 
\Vorld species is limited to those of eastern 
North America by Mitchell (1960). Meyer 
(1919) listed and gave copies of descrip-
tions of the species of all geographical 
regions. 
The genus is quite variable and doubt-
less, with adequate study, could be divided 
into various subgenera. For the present, 
however, only two major groups are ac-
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corded subgeneric rank, the Neotropical 
Austrosphecodes and the rest of the genus, 
Splzecodes proper. 
The mandible of the female usually has 
a subapical inner tooth. Sometimes it is 
reduced to a small tooth close to the main 
axis of the mandible (e.g., in S. braclzy-
ceplzahts Mitchell, costaricensis Friese 
sensu Michener, 1954, and pycnant/2emi 
Robertson). In various species the sub-
apical tooth is absent so that the mandible 
is simple and sharply pointed. Such man-
dibles characterize Austrosplzecodes, as 
well as species such as S. antennariae Rob-
ertson, confertus Say and stygius Robert-
son. The related genera Eupetersia, Ptilo-
cleptis, and Microsplzecodes also have sim-
ple mandibles. It seems likely that this 
feature has arisen independently in differ-
ent species groups. 
Male antennae are usually quite elon-
gate, with most flagellar segments, includ-
ing the second, much longer than broad, 
and with the first, by contrast, much short-
er and broader than long. In various spe-
cies, however [ e.g., most Austrosplzecodes 
and antennariae Robertson, atlantis Mitch-
ell, costaricensis Friese, cressonii Robert-
son, illinoensis (Robertson)], the first and 
second segments are not very different in 
length, each a little broader than long. 
The second antenna! type is most common 
in small species. All intergrades between 
the two types exist (e.g., in lzeraclei Rob-
ertson, conf ertzts Say, and clzi!ensis Spi-
nola). 
The legs of females are usually robust, 
the upper surface of the hind femur strong-
ly convex basally, near the trochant er. To 
a variable extent this is not so in Austro-
splzecodes and in a few other species (S. 
bracliyceplzalw Mitchell) . The hind tibia 
of the female typically has some spinelike 
or even peglike setae, shorter than the 
nearby hairs, along the outer margin. At 
the apex , on the outer surface of the tibi a, 
there is a strong tibial spine. These fea-
tures are reduced in some, but not all, 
small species. In some small species like 
S. braclz ycephalus Mitchell, the spinelike 
setae are few in number and pale, hence 
difficult to see. The tibial spine is some-
times only a rounded prominence [ e.g., 
in S. illinoensi s (Robertson)]. In Austro-
sphecodes the spine like setae are absent or 
are as long as nearby hairs and sometimes 
with barb s or branches. The same is true 
of the very large S. ruftclielis Strand. The 
spinelike setae are usually absent in males, 
but are present in some species [ e.g., S. 
ruftcrus (Erichson), spinulosus Hagens]. 
The preoccipital carina is usually ab-
sent, the posterior surface of the head being 
rounded peripheral to its central concavity, 
but such a carina is present and very strong 
in S. manskii (Rayment), distinct in S. 
clzilensis Spinola and some other Austro-
sphecodes as well as in profugus Cockerell, 
scabricollis Wesmael, and an unidentified 
African species ( see discussion under 
Eupetersia). 
The male gonocoxites are typically 
longitudinally striate over most of the up -
per and outer surfaces. Such striae are 
absent or weak and limited to certain areas 
in Austrosplzecodes. 
SUBGENUS SPHECODES 
LATREILLE s. STR. 
Sphecodes Latreille, 1804, Nouvelle diction-
naire d'histoire naturelle [ Deten ·ille], 
Paris, Tableaux methodiques, 24:182. 
Type species: Sphex gibba Linnaeus, 
1758, rnonobasic. 
Dichroa Illiger, 1806, Mag. lnsektenk., 5:39. 
Type species: Sphex gibba Linnaeus, 
1758, designation of Sandhouse, 1943, 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 92:545. 
Sabulicola Verhoeff, 1890, Ent. Nachr., 16: 
328. Type species: Sabulicola cirsii Ver-
hoeff, 1890, = Andrena albilabris Kirby, 
1802, rnonobasic. 
Drepanium Robertson, 1903, Ent. News, 14: 
103. Type species: Sphecodes falcifer 
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Patton, 1880, = S. confertus Say, 1837, 
mono basic. 
Proteraner Robertson, 1903, Ent. News, 14: 
103. Type species: Sphecodes ranunrnli 
Robertson, 1897, monobasic. 
Sphecodium Robertson, 1903, Ent. News, 14: 
103. Type species: Sphecodium cressonii 
Robertson, 1903, by original designation. 
Machaeris Robertson, 1903, Ent. News, 14: 
104. Type species: Sphecodes stygius 
Robertson, 1893, by original designation. 
Dialonia Robertson, 1903, Ent. News, 14: 
104. Type species: Sphecodes antennariae 
Robertson, 1891, monobasic and original 
designation. 
Callosphecodes Friese, 1909, Ann. Mus. Nat. 
Hungarici, 7: 182. Type species: Sphe-
codes ( Callosphecodes) ralunensis Friese, 
1909, monobasic. 
Mandible of female usually with sub-
apical tooth. Labral process of male much 
shorter than in female, three or more times 
as wide as long. Preoccipital carina usually 
absent. Legs almost always robust, hind 
femur two to three times as long as broad, 
strongly convex on upper surface near base. 
Hind tibia of female almost always with 
spinelike setae on outer margin; basitibial 
plate of female defined along posterior 
margin and sometimes also at apex. Sec-
ond hind tarsal segment of male shorter 
than or equal to, rarely longer than, third, 
its base broader than base of tl1ird, so that 
articulation to first is broader than articu-
lation of third to second. Posterior surface 
of propodeum usually without short plu-
mose hairs among long erect hairs. First 
metasomal tergum considerably broader 
than long. Male gonocoxites striate on 
most of outer and dorsal surfaces. 
This subgenus is not known in South 
America, but is found on all other conti-
nents. As indicated by the discussion and 
descriptions above, it is quite diverse and 
m ay well be subdivided. 
Th e status of the name Callosphecodes 
rem ains in doubt. It was described by 
Fri ese from a larg e, robust specimen with 
a metallic blue-black metasoma from New 
Britain in the Bismarck Archipelago. Un-
fortunately, Dr. Jeno Papp of the Hun-
garian Natural History Museum reports 
that the type (and only specimen) cannot 
be found. The blue color suggests some 
species of Eupetersia but it is not likely 
that Callosphecodes is a senior synonym of 
that name. The locality is far to the east 
of the known range of Eupetersia, and 
metallic species of that genus are known 
only in Africa. Moreover, the robust form 
(Friese says 3 mm wide, 9-9.5 mm long) 
does not suggest Eupetersia. 
It seems likely that Sphecodes ( Callo-
spl1ecodes) ralttnensis Friese is related to 
S. manskii (Rayment) from northern Aus-
tralia, as suggested by Michener (1965). 
Rayment described this form as having a 
metallic purplish green abdomen, although 
the type entirely lacks such coloration at 
present, the metasoma being shining black. 
S. manskii is a very unusual Sphecodes, 
and if it is similar to S. ralunensis, the 
subgeneric name Callosphecodes may be 
used to unite the two species. Int eresting 
features of S. mansl(ii (Figs. 67, 68) in-
clude the unusually large subapical man-
dibular tooth of the female , the very strong 
preoccipital carina, the tooth at the pos-
terior end of the hypostomal carina, and 
the unusually well defined, shining, slight-
ly elevated basitibial plate of the female. 
The hind femur of the female is more 
slender (3 times as long as wide) and less 
convex on the dorsal surface near the base 
than usual for Spl1ecodes s. str., especially 
for a large species with conspicuous spine-
like setae on the outer margin of the hind 
tibia and a large, long tibial spine. The 
fifth tergum has a less dense prepygidial 
fimbria than most large species, the apical 
fringe being absent in the middle part of 
the margin, and a smooth shining hairless 
area being in front of this fringeless area. 
A unique feature of S. manskii among 
Spl1ecodes that I ha\'e seen is the vestiture 
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of the wings, the hairs being long and 
dense as in Eupetersia. Unfortunat ely th e 
species is known from only a single female 
specimen. 
A USTROSPHECODES NEW SUBGENUS 
Type species: Splzecodes chilen sis Spinola , 
1851. 
This subg enus includes th e rath er nu -
merous South American species of the 
genus. I have studied unidentifi ed speci-
mens of many species, and identified speci-
mens of S. mutillaeformis Schrottky, speci-
mens of S. clzilensis compared with Spi-
nola's type by H. Toro, and of course S. 
convergens described below. 
Mandible of female simpl e. Labral 
process of male two to thre e or more times 
as broad as long. Preoccipit al carina often 
present. Legs relatively slender , hind fe-
mur not strongly conve x on upp er surfac e 
near base. Tegula usually larger than in 
Splzecodes s. str. Hind tibia of female 
witlzout spinelike setae 011 outer mar gin or 
if present they are as long as th e nearb y 
hairs; basitibial plate of female entirely 
absent. Second hind tarsal segm ent of 
male as long as or longer than third , 12ar-
rowed at base like third so that its articu-
lation to first is similar to that of third to 
second. Posterior surfac e of propodeum 
with short plumose hairs among long 
erect hairs. First metasomal tergum vari-
able but often as long as bro ad or longer 
than broad. Male gonoco xites with out 
stria e or striae fine, inconspicu ous, and 
occurring only in limited areas. 
In various features Austrosplz ecodes re-
sembles Eupetersia. Both have simple 
mandibles and rather slend er legs; some 
species of Aztstrosplzecod es have th e slender 
body and even a som ewh at fem ale-like 
bod y form in th e m ale, sugges tive of 
Eup etersia; some also have a preocc ipi tal 
carin a. A ustrosplzecodes also has short pa le 
plumo se hair s on th e ver tical sur faces of 
the propocleum, as does Eupetersia. Aus-
trosplzecodes, however, looks much more 
lik e Splzecodes than does Eupetersia, resem-
blin g Splzecodes in wing vestiture and 
venation, in basal flagellar segments of the 
m ale, and in lack ing the margined de-
pr essed area of the ma le gonocoxite found 
in E upetersia. 
Pr esum ably the similarities of Austro-
splzecodes and Ea petersia are convergences 
since th e latt er proba bly arose from Afri-
can Splzecodes and not fro m Sou th Ameri-
can form s. 
Th e subgeneric name, mea ning south-
ern Splzecodes, refers to the South Ameri-
can range of th e group. 
APPEN DI X 
D escriptions of new species needed for 
inclu sion in the preceding account, to-
ge th er wi th oth er taxo nom ic conclusions 
at the specific level, are presen ted here. 
Moreover, a revision of the new genus 
Ptilocl epti s is inclu ded. 
Paratlzrincostoma seyrigi Bluthgen 
Parathrinco stoma seyrigi Bliithgen, 1933, 
Mitt . Zool. Mus. Berlin, 18:390, male. 
Ne w local ities are as follows: Mada-
gascar : Di strict de Fanovana, Region 
orient ale de forets humides, September-
O ctober, 1938 (C. Lamberton); east Mada-
gascar, forest 600-1200 m, December-Feb-
ruary, 1930-31 (C. Lamberton); Manombo 
s.l., Tulear Province, March 31, 1968 
(K.M.G. and P.D.). The Lamberton ma -
terial is in the American Museum of 
Natural History, New York; the other 
specimen is in the British Museum (Nat-
ura l History) . 
The female ( one specimen from "east 
Madagascar'') has a strongly produced 
clype us, almost as in the male; the antero-
lateral ang les of the pronotum are pro-
duced to acute, almost spine like angles; 
the pun ctation is relatively sparse, punc -
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tures of the frons below the ocelli being 
separated by much more than puncture 
widths; and metasomal segments 4-6 are 
brown, the rest of the body brownish 
black and the legs more noticeably reddish. 
Parathrincostoma elongatum Benoist 
Parathrincostoma elongatum Benoist, 1962, 
Verhandl. Naturf. Ges. Basel, 73: 131. 
This species, known only from the type 
female, has a less produced clypeus than 
P. seyrigi,· the anterolateral angles of the 
pronotum are obtuse; the punctation is 
denser, punctures of the frons below the 
ocelli being separated by less than a punc-
ture width, and metasomal segments 5 and 
6 are brown, the rest of the body and legs 
being black. 
Nomia ambrensis (Benoist) 
new combination 
Parathrincostoma ambrense Benoist, 1962, 
Verhandl. Naturf. Ges. Basel, 73: 130. 
As indicated above, the remaining spe-
cific name proposed in Parathrincostoma 
is based on a specimen of Nomia in the 
broad sense. It is a slender black bee, with 
wings dark except for the clear bases, and 
thus is superficially extraordinarily similar 
to Parathrincostoma. However the lack 
of a preepisternal groove, the short prono-
tum without a transverse carina or lam ella. 
the pale femoral scopa, the elongate third 
submarginal cell, and the short face clearly 
show the incorrect placement. 
Grnus PTILOCLEPTIS 
This genus, described above, is known 
from o nly seven specimens taken in the 
American tropic s from Mexico to southern 
Brazil. Three species are easily recogniza-
ble, sepa rated by the following key. 
KEY TO THE SPECIES OF PTILOCLEPTIS 
1. Terga 2-6 with extensive areas of 
dense, yellow brown, plumose hair; 
scutellum of male with an impunc-
tate area on each side, but not strong-
ly bigibbous .............. ................ tomentosa 
Terga 2-6 with hairs mostly simple, 
not obscuring surface; scutellum of 
male strongly bigibbous, an elevation 
on either side of midline being im-
punctate at summit ............................ 2 
2. Scutum with many plumose hairs 
although surface not entirely ob-
scured; scutellum and metanotum 
yellow (female) .................... polybioides 
Scutal hairs mostly simple and sur-
face not at all obscured; scutellum 
and metanotum black (male) __ eickworti 
Ptilocleptis tomentosa new species 
(Figs. 11, 17, 28, 39-43, 47-50, 53, 54) 
This middle American species is mark-
edly larger than the other members of the 
genus, from which it also differs by having 
conspicuously hairy eyes and areas of dense, 
plumose, brown hair on the metasoma. 
Female: Length IO mm; forewing 
length 8 mm (7 mm in para type). Black; 
the following parts red-brown: labrum, 
mandible, lower two-thirds of clypeus ( en-
tire clypeus in paratype), scape, pedicel, 
underside of flagellum (almost whole of 
two basal segments, red-brown coloration 
more restricted in area and darker in color 
toward apex), posterior pronotal lobe, teg-
ula, axillary sclerites, tibiae (mid and hind 
with infuscated postmedian band in para-
type), tarsi, apices of femora, apical half 
of sixth metasomal segment (the last 
blackish in paratype). Metasomal segments 
2-5 with apical translucent brown bands, 
narrow on terga 2-3, progressively broader 
on 4-5. Wings light yellowish-brown, 
costal area of forewing from stigma to 
apex of wing (including entire marginal 
cell) dark brown; veins and stigma brown. 
Pubescence yellow-brown to yellow-
tcstaceous, on sixth metasomal segment 
dusky except laterally, that on venter of 
thorax and in paratype also on side of 
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thorax and posterior surface of propodeum 
whitish. Hairs of head rather short, yel-
low-testaceous, plumose ones hiding most 
of paraocular area, frons, vertex, and genal 
area. Thorax with hairs rather short and 
simple, some long hairs on scutellum and 
metanotum, surface easily visible except 
for the following areas which have dense 
coverings of short, plumose, yellow-testa-
ceous hairs obscuring the surface: dorsum 
of pronotal collar, margin of pronotal lobe 
and corresponding mesepisternal depres-
sion, pre-episternal groove (not entirely 
covered), line along mesepisternal-meta-
plural suture, rest of metapleuron (not 
entirely covered), line along scuto-scutellar 
suture, posterior margin of scutellum, disc 
of metanotum, posterior and posterolateral 
surfaces of propodeurn. Metasoma with 
scattered, moderately long, erect, simple 
hairs, very sparse on disc of first tergum, 
longer and slanting posteriorly on apical 
terga dorsally, on all terga laterally, and 
on all sterna; second to fifth terga also 
with short hairs which are plumose, dense 
and form broad, yellow-testaceous basal 
band across tergum 2, basal half of ter-
gum 3 similar, otherwise plumose hairs 
less dense and light brown; short, simple 
hairs on mid-dorsal convex part of tergum 
2 and across posterior parts of terga 2-4; 
hairs on both terga and sterna extending 
almost to posterior margins, on terga 2-4 
short hairs, more erect and laterally di-
rected than the rest, forming weak, nar-
row, subapical, yellow-testaceous bands. 
Fifth tergum with hairs somewhat longer 
than on preceding terga, some arising al-
most to apex of tergum, but no recogniz-
able subapical band and no dense prepy-
gidial fimbria. Eye with rather abundant 
hairs about one-fourth as long as diameter 
of scape. 
Head narrower than thorax, somewhat 
wider than long (100:88), upper and lower 
interorbital distances as 59 :45, shorter than 
eye length (65). Clypeus convex, longer 
than clypeoantennal distance (27 :20). An-
tennocular :interantennal :antennocellar :in-
terocellar :ocellocular distances as 15: 14 .5: 
25 :13.5 :15. Labrum with broad, transverse, 
basal, elevated area covered with short 
hairs, apical process as long as basal area, 
about four times as wide as long, rounded 
at apex, margined with narrow band of 
slender hairs. Supraclypeal area gently 
elevated up to frontal tubercle, above which 
it is gently declivous to frons. Scape, pedi-
cel, and upper surface of flagellum near 
base with rather conspicuous hairs, under 
surface of flagellum with only very short 
hairs; flagellum with first two segments 
broader than long, third longer than 
broad, middle segments slightly longer 
than broad. Dorsal area of propodeum 
slightly shorter than metanotum. Hamuli 
8-10. First metasomal segment about as 
long as broad. 
Head closely punctate, ground between 
punctures minutely roughened, anterior 
part of clypeus most coarsely punctate, 
rest of clypeus and lower supraclypeal area 
more coarsely so than frons and vertex, 
which are rather finely punctate except for 
area of coarser, sparser punctures above 
antenna! base; genal area finely and rather 
sparsely punctate, lower genal area near 
foramen magnum striate. Mesoscutum 
closely punctate, punctures similar in size 
to largest clypeal punctures, anterior part 
rugose, punctate. Scutellum much more 
finely punctate than scutum, with some 
shining ground between punctures; meta-
noturn closely and rather finely punctate; 
mesepisternum above scrobe somewhat 
more finely punctate than scutum, else-
where coarsely reticulopunctate, strigose 
below; pre-episternal groove a series of 
pits separated by carinae; mesepisternal-
metapleural suture marked by similar 
series of smaller pits; upper convexity of 
metapleuron with about four horizontal 
striae, rest of metapleuron with fine punc-
tures and less conspicuous transverse striae, 
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especially above. Basal area of propodeum 
with irregular, longitudinal carinae, seven 
or eight on each side, connected by a ca-
rina posteriorly and separating pits which 
middorsally are twice as long as wide, or 
more; posterior surface and posterior part 
of lateral surface of propodeum irregularly 
coarsely areolate. First metasomal tergum 
shining with only scattered minute punc-
tures. Remaining terga with numerous 
small punctures, mostly separated by a 
puncture width or less, extending onto the 
slightly depressed brownish margins of 
terga 2-5, but punctures on these margins 
smaller and sparser than elsewhere; 
ground between punctures shining, but 
minutely lineolate, especially on more pos-
terior terga; stern a shining, coarsely and 
sparsely punctate, apical margins of more 
anterior sterna broadly impunctate, sur-
face between punctures minutely lineolate, 
progressively more strongly so on more 
posterior sterna. 
Male: Similar to description of female, 
differing as follows: Forewing length 7 
mm. Black, the following parts red-
brown: scape, first flagellar segment. an-
terior tibia ( darker brown along outer sur-
face). Other parts described as red-brown 
in female are dark brown. Metasomal ter-
ga 1-2 without translucent margins, 3 with 
a rather narrow translucent brown margin, 
4-6 with such margins broad. 
Hairs of head as well as sides of thorax 
largely whitish, sparser than in female, p~1r-
tially obscuring surface only on paraocular 
area, scutoscutellar line and center of meta-
notum, fully hiding surface under dense 
plumose yellowish hair only on dorsum 
of pronotal collar. Basal band of plumose, 
yellowish hairs across tergum 2 supple-
mented by weaker preapical band, strong-
est clorsolaterally; similar, yellowish, plu-
mose hairs occupying most of dorsum, an-
teri or to translucent margins, of terga 3-6. 
H air of eyes very short. 
Structur e, including facial proportions, 
about as in female. Second flagellar seg-
ment as long as broad, succeeding seg-
ments all longer than broad. Scutellum as 
in female. 
Genal area somewhat more sparsely, 
but no more finely punctate than vertex. 
Upper part of metapleura with only two 
or three horizontal striae, rest of meta-
pleuron areolate. First metasomal tergum 
shining with sparse large punctures and · 
sparse smaller punctures intermixed. 
Holotype female: 2 miles west of Pal-
ma res, Alajuela Province, Costa Rica, Jan-
uary 23, 1965 (D. H. Janzen), in the Snow 
Entomological Museum, University of 
Kansas. Allotype male: "Mex.," in the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-
delphia. Para type female: Hacienda Cap-
olinas, 5 km N.W. of Quezaltepeque, El 
Salvador, 450 m altitude, Dec. 26, 1964 
(M. E. Irwin), in collection of the Uni-
versity of California at Riverside. 
Ptilocleptis polybioides new species 
(Figs. 25, 51, 52) 
This Peruvian species differs from the 
other members of the gen us in the yellow 
pronotum, scutellum, metanotum, and 
much of the first metasornal tergum, a pat-
tern which enhances its wasplike aspect. 
Female: Length 7 mm; forewing 
length 6 mm. Black, the following parts 
yellow ( reddish-yellow in para type): la-
brum, mandible (apex red-brown), clypeus, 
scape, pedicel, first two flagellar segments 
(reddish-yellow) ( second dark brown in 
para type), prothorax (lamella across front 
of collar dark), tegula (translucent), axil-
lary scleri tes. scutell um (reddish), meta-
notum, legs, basal two-thirds of first meta-
somal tergum. first sternum, and base of 
second sternum. Lower anterior part of 
mesepisternum with diffuse, yellow brown 
area ( absent in paratype, which has sides 
of thorax dark brown). Metasomal terga 
and sterna with narrow, apical, dark, 
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brownish bands; fifth and sixth segments 
more extensively brownish. Wings light 
yellowish brown, costal area of forewing 
from about level of vein cu-v to apex of 
marginal cell (including marginal cell ex-
cept for narrow strip along its posterior 
border, or entire marginal cell in para type) 
dark brown; stigma and veins proximal to 
it including basal vein dark brown, other 
veins yellow brown. 
Pubescence yellowish-white ( that of 
head and thorax more golden in para type) , 
that of posterior half of metasoma more 
brownish-white and of sixth segment 
dusky. Hair pattern of head and thora x as 
described for P. tomentosa, but scutum 
with abundant, plumose hair partly obscur-
ing surface, plumose hairs (white) other-
wise perhaps less dense and obscuring sur-
face less than in P. tomentosa, conspicu-
ously less abundant on scutellum. Hair 
pattern of metasoma as described for P. 
tomentosa, but short hairs are longer, and 
none are plumose. Eye with scattered, very 
short hairs. 
Head about as wide as thorax, some-
what wider than long (75 :63), upper and 
lower interorbital distances as 45 :34.5, 
shorter than eye length ( 48.5) . Clypeus 
convex, longer than clypeoantenn al dis-
tance (18 :12). Antennocular :interantenn al : 
antennocellar :interocellar :ocellocular dis-
tances as 11 :12 :22.5 :10.5 :12. Labrum with 
broad, transverse, basal, elevated area cov-
ered with short hairs; apical process about 
twice as wide as long. Supracly peal area 
and antenna! pubescence as described for 
P. tomentosa; flagellum with first segment 
broader than long, second as long as broad 
or appearing longer th an broad in para-
type, the remainder all distinctly longer 
than broad. Scutellum biconv ex, summits 
of convexities impunctat e. D orsal area of 
propodeum longer th an met anotum. Ham-
uli 8. First metasomal tergum about as 
long as broad. 
Punct ation similar to that of P. tom en-
tosa, differing from description of that 
species as follows: ground between punc-
tures of clypeus and supraclypeal area 
smooth and shining, these areas similarly 
punctate; striae of lower gen al area weak. 
Anterior part of mesoscutum punctate, but 
scarcely rugose; mesepisternum above 
scrobe as coarsely punctate as adjacent 
areas. Basal area of propodeum with more-
regular longitudinal carinae, pits betw een 
median ones about three times as long as 
wide. Impunct ate tergal margins broader. 
Sterna less coarsely punctate, less lineolate. 
Hol otype fema le: Tingo Maria, Peru, 
620 m altitud e, October 5-12, 1964 (H. C. 
Porter), in the Museum of Compara tive 
Zoology, Harvard University. Paratype fe-
m ale: Monzon Valley, Tingo Maria, Peru, 
November 2, 1954 (E. I. Schlinger, E. S. 
Ross), in the Californi a Academy of Sci-
ences. 
The specific name is based on the wasp 
gen us Polybia, because of the bee's resem -
blance in general form and coloration to 
such polybiine wasps. 
Unlike other known specimens of the 
genus, the paratype of P. polybioides has 
only nvo submarginal cells through loss of 
the second transverse cubital vein. 
Ptilodeptis eicluuorti new species 
(Figs. 44-46) 
This species from southern Brazil is 
the smallest of the genus and also the 
darkest, having neither the rather extensive 
yellow markings of P. polybioides, nor the 
large areas of yellowish plumose hairs of 
P. tomentosa. 
Male: Length 6 mm; forewing length 
5 mm. Black, the following parts red-
brown: scape, pedicel, first flagellar seg-
ment, tibiae, tarsi, and parts of femora; 
the following dark brown, sometimes 
blackish: labrum, mandible, clypeus, pro-
notal lobes and diffuse area on side 
of pronotum, tegula, axillary sclerites, 
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coxae, trochanters, much of femora, and 
much of first tergum. Extreme base of first 
tergum yellow, this color continued mid-
dorsally to behind middle of tergum. 
Wings light brownish, marginal cell of 
forewing dark brown, dark color extend-
ing less intensely beyond apex of marginal 
cell as well as basal to stigma; veins and 
stigma brown. 
Pubescence yellowish white, yellow on 
legs, brownish on metasoma, longer hairs 
of posterior segments dusky. Plumose 
hairs (white) less dense than in other spe-
cies, not covering surface, most conspicu-
ous on face and pronotal collar, present 
also on sides of thorax and sides and pos-
terior surface of propodeum and surface 
clearly visible in these areas; plumose hairs 
largely absent on scutum so that surface is 
clearly visible. Hairs of metasoma and eyes 
as in P. polybioides. 
Head about as wide as thorax, wider 
than long ( 64 :57), upper and lower inter-
orbital distances as 40 :28, shorter than eve 
length ( 42). Clypeus convex, longer th;n 
clypeoantennal distance (15:11). Anten-
occu lar :interantennal :antennocellar :intero-
cellar :ocellocular distances as 8 :11 :21: 10: 
10.5. Labrum with broad, tr~msverse, basal, 
elevated area with short hairs; apical proc-
ess over twice as broad as long. Supra-
clypeal area and antenna! pubescence as 
described for P. tomentosa; flagellar seg-
ments as described for P. polybioides. Scu-
tellum bigibbous, with a strong elevation, 
impunctate at summit, on each side of 
midlinc. Dorsal area of propodeum longer 
than metanotum. Hamuli 7. First meta-
somal tergum distinctly longer than broad. 
Punctation as described for P. poly-
bioides. 
Holotype male: Nova Teutonia, Santa 
Catarina, Brazil, March 24, 1966 (Fritz 
Plaumann) in the Museum of Compara-
tive Zoology, Harvard University. Para-
type male , same locality and collector (27° 
11, s, )-2° 2-Z' YU), d . h .., vv no ate, 111 t e same 
collection. 
This species is named for Dr. George 
C. Eickwort, who assembled most of the 
known specimens of Ptilocleptis and kind-
ly permitted me to study them . 
Eupetersia ( Eupetersia) guillarmodi 
new species 
(Figs. 60-66) 
This species differs from other species 
of the genus by the black body and red 
scape and legs; other species have the body 
partly red, yellow, or blue. The species is 
larger than other species except E. neavei 
Bli.ithgen, from which it differs in the 
black metasoma, the broad pygidial plate 
of the female, the largely black pubes-
cence, and other characters. 
Female: Length 10 mm (9.5 mm in 
one paratype); forewing length S mm. 
Black, the following parts red brown: la-
brum, mandible ( except blackish apex 
which grades into the red basally), scape, 
peclicel, first two fla~ellar seaments leas 
u b ' b 
including apices of coxae (but greater part 
of coxae black). Posterior lobe of prono-
tum, tegula, and axillary sclerites of winas 
. b 
slightly darker red-brown; third and fol-
lowing fbgellar segments dark-brown. 
Wings fuliginous, veins and stigma dark 
brown. 
Longer hairs black, those of labrum, 
~andible and lower clypeal margin red-
dish black, apical fringe of fifth tergum 
reddish. Anterior surface of front tibia 
and posterior surfaces of mid and hind 
tibiae with hair pale-red. Hairs of under-
sides of tarsi red. Short, white hair present 
among longer black hairs on much of 
head and thorax; most of hair of frons and 
metapleuron pale; short, pale hairs con-
spicuous among longer black hairs on pro-
notal collar, around hind wing base and 
on lateral and posterior faces of propo-
deum. Dense fringe on posterior pronotal 
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lobe and dense hairs in corresponding de-
pression of mesepisternum white. 
Head as wide as thorax, much wider 
than Jong, upper and lower interorbital 
distances subequal (71 :70.5), greater than 
eye length (60.5). Clypeus scarcely bicon-
vex, higher than clypeoantennal distance 
(19.5: 15). Antennocular :interantennal :an-
tennocellar : interocellar : ocellocular dis-
tances as 22 :12.5 :27: 16 :20. Labrum with 
sharp, transverse, basal ridge with only a 
few short hairs on distal surface; process 
beyond ridge about twice as broad as long, 
rounded, margined with strong hairs, two 
or three irregularly placed preapical hairs. 
Supraclypeal area strongly elevated to fron-
tal tubercle, then abruptly declivous up-
ward between antenna! bases. Flagellum 
with first two segments much broader 
than long, third longer than broad, mid-
dle segments slightly broader than long. 
Preoccipital carina continuous, but weak 
dorsally. Pronotal collar broader medially 
than in other species, anterolateral angles 
sharp although somewhat obtuse, a strong, 
high carina extending across pronotal lobe. 
Scutum with longitudinal median depres-
sion extending from anterior almost to 
posterior margin. Scutellum distinctly 
biconvex. Legs rather slender; basitibial 
plate with posterior margin indicated by 
distinct smooth line which curves ante-
riorly at apex and indicates end of plate; 
hairs along upper margin of hind tibia 
with branches along convex surfaces, 
spinelike setae absent, but there are some 
simple bristles especially near base and 
apex; hairs of outer surface of hind tibia 
appearing simple in lateral view, but with 
a few short branches on convex sides visi-
ble from above. Apex of marginal cell 
narrowly subtruncate with appendage. 
Hamuli seven. Pygidial plate rather broad, 
but lateral margins con verging somewhat 
anteriorly so that plate is ne arly round. 
Head dull, coarsely and closely punc-
tate, transversely rugose-punctate on ver-
tex between ocelli and preoccipital carina, 
punctures finer and arranged to suggest 
weak striae on genal area; hypostomal area 
shining, with widely scattered, coarse punc-
tures, surface between them minutely 
shallowly punctulate. Scutum and meta-
notum dull, closely punctate, more coarse-
ly so than head, transversely rugose an-
teriorly on scutum. Scutellum more finely, 
closely punctate except for the two large, 
shining, convexities with scattered punc-
tures. Mesepisternum coarsely rugose-
punctate, becoming more coarsely reticu-
late below and ventrally; preepisternal 
groove consisting of a series of pits sepa-
rated by carinae, a similar series of pits 
along anterior margin of metapleuron; 
upper convexity of metapleuron with about 
four horizontal striae, rest of metapleuron 
rugose-punctate, more finely so below. 
Dorsal surface of propodeum shining, 1011-
gitudinal carinae irregular and connected 
by numerous transverse carinae, so that 
surface is areolate, at margins areolae of 
similar size extending down on lateral and 
posterior surfaces of propodeum, except 
that anterior, lateral surface is finely punc-
tate. First metasomal tergum polished, at 
first glance impunctate, but with scattered 
small punctures laterally and even less con-
spicuously extending across tergum mid-
dorsally. Terga 2-5 with punctures densest 
laterally, quite fine on 2, progressively 
coarser on 3-5; posterior marginal zones of 
terga 2-5 broadly shining, impunctate, hair-
less; marginal zones as well as surface be-
tween punctures nearly smooth on 2, pro-
gressively more distinctly lineolate on 3-5; 
marginal zones slightly depressed, most 
noticeably so sublaterally because of gently 
elevated, less closely punctate convexities 
of punctate areas in front of marginal 
zones; marginal zone of tergum 2 occupies 
one third exposed length of tergum, the 
zones being progressively broader on terga 
3-5, occupying most of exposed length of 
5. Anterior sterna with only scattered 
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coarse punctures and large median im-
punctate areas; sterna progressively more 
closely and more finely punctate poste-
riorly. 
Male: Length IO mm (to 8 mm in one 
paratype); forewing length 8 mm (to 7 
mm in one para type). Coloration as in 
female, but posterior lobe of pronotum 
black; tegular and axillary sclerites brown-
ish black. 
Pubescence colored as in female, but 
hairs of sixth and seventh terga black or 
dusky. 
Upper interocular distance somewhat 
longer than lower (64 :58), subequal to eye 
length ( 60). Clypeal length to clypeoan-
tennal distance as 20:15. Antennocular :in-
terantennal : an tennocellar :in terocellar :ocel-
locular distances as 19:13:26:16.5:18.5. La-
bral process shorter than in female, about 
three times as broad as long. Third as well 
as middle flagellar segments about as broad 
as long. Longitudinal scutal depression 
weaker than in female and not noticeable 
behind middle of scutum. Hairs of hin<l 
tibia with fewer and shorter branches, 
those of outer surface simple. Apex of 
pygidial plate broadly rounded with mar-
gin slightly raised. Gonocoxite with de-
pressed area about as broad as long with 
several longitudinal carinae across it; gono-
stylus over half length of gonocoxite, 
broad, rounded, with broad basal ventral 
lobe. 
Terga much as described for female, 
but 5 should read 6 throughout; second 
tergum with punctures sparse dorsally and 
surface between them not or scarcely lineo-
late. 
Holotype female: Mamathes, Lesotho 
(== Basutoland), March 8, 1953 (C. Jacot-
Guillarmod). Allotype male, same data 
but January 2, 1960. Two female and five 
male paratypes, all from same locality, 
females taken Januar y 12, 1947 (L. Bevis) 
an d February 18, 1945 (A. Jacot -Guillar-
mod), the males on November 19 and 22, 
1945 (L. Bevis), January 12, 1947 (L. Bev-
is), February, 1940 (C. Jacot-Guillarmod), 
and February 11, 1945 (C. Jacot-Guillar-
mod). 
The holotype and allotype are in the 
British Museum (Natural History), para-
types in the Albany Museum in Grahams-
town and the Snow Entomological Mu-
seum, University of Kansas. 
This species is named for one of its 
collectors, Charles J acot-Guillarmod, Di-
rector of The Albany Museum, Grahams-
town, South Africa. 
Eupetersia (Nesoeupetersia) fiava 
new species 
(Figs. 58, 59) 
This species differs from other members 
of the genus by the uniformly reddish-
yellow color, so that the insect is suggestive 
of various nocturnal Hymenoptera. E. 
scotti (Cockerell) and madagasca Bluth-
gen are species of Nesoeupetersia with 
partly red head and thorax, but no others 
have the wholly reddish yellow body of 
E. fiava. 
Female: Length 6 mm; forewing 
length 5.5 mm. Reddish yellow, apices of 
mandibles red, upper surface of flagellum 
brown; wings nearly clear, veins and stig-
ma brown. 
Hairs yellowish white, longer hairs of 
lower part of face dusky yellow, hairs of 
tarsi yellow, longer hairs of posterior sterna 
and sides of posterior terga dusky in certain 
lights. 
Head slightly wider than thorax, much 
wider than long, upper and lower inter-
orbital distances as 35 :34, about equal to 
eye length (36). Clypeus uniformly con-
vex, upper margin concave medially, 
height of clypeus greater than clypeoanten-
nal distance (S :6). Antennocular :inter-
antennal :antennocellar :interocellar :ocelloc-
ular distances as 11 :5 :23 :7.5: 11. Labrum 
with sharp transverse basal ridge with a 
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few hairs on distal surface; labral process 
over twice as broad as long, margined 
with strong hairs and without premarginal 
hairs. Supraclypeal area weakly elevated 
to frontal tubercle, then gently descending 
above, between antennal bases. Flagellum 
with first three segments all much broader 
than long, middle segments broader than 
long. Preoccipital carina continuous, but 
weak dorsally. Anterolateral angles of 
pronotum nearly right angular, a weak 
carina extending across pronotal lobe. Seu-
tum without longitudinal depression. Legs 
slender, basitibial plate slightly elevated 
and short; hairs along upper margin of 
hind tibia with branches along convex sur-
faces, these intermixed with some coarse, 
simple, curved, pointed bristles about half 
as long as longest hairs or longer; hairs of 
outer surface of tibia as described for E. 
guillarmodi. Apex of marginal cell point-
ed almost on wing margin. Hamuli six. 
Pygidial plate rather broad, sides diverging 
anteriorly. 
Body shining, with scattered minute 
punctures, lower half of face and entire 
genal area minutely roughened between 
punctures, upper part of frons smooth be-
tween punctures separated by several punc-
ture widths, vertex almost impunctate; 
thorax with punctures coarser than those 
of head, punctures of scutum separated by 
one to two puncture widths, scutellum 
with similar sized punctures separated by 
three of four puncture widths, space be-
tween punctures minutely roughened, 
more conspicuously so on scutum than 
scutellum; sides and venter of thorax 
smooth, with scattered small punctures, 
about two horizontal striae on upper con-
vex part of metapleuron. Dorsal surfac e 
of propodeum with longitudinal, slightly 
irregular carinae, terminating at posterior 
margin; posterior and later al surfaces of 
propodeum finely roughened and punc-
tate, not areolate except for a few, larg e, 
incomplete areolae just above attachment 
of metasoma , carinae delimiting them ex-
tending only about half way up from meta-
somal attachment to summit of posterior 
face of propodeum. Meta somal terga en-
tirely shining and nearly impunctate, mi-
nutely lineolate except on first tergum, 
weakly so on second; dorsal hair s almost 
absent except on fifth and sixth terga; 
basal parts of terga and apical margin al 
zones not differentiated except sublaterally 
on terga 1-4, which have distinct sublateral 
swellings in front of marginal zones. 
Sterna 1-2 nearly impunctate, 3-6 with 
coarse punctures posteriorly and laterally, 
interspaces conspicuously lineolate. 
Holotype female: East Madagascar, 
Forest 600-1200 meters altitude, December 
to February, 1930-31 (C. H. Lamberton, 
collector), in the American Museum of 
Natural History, New York. 
The specific 11ame refers to the uni-
formly yellow color of the body. 
Spliecodes (Austrosphecodes) convergens 
new species 
(Figs. 69, 71, 72) 
This species differs from other Splze-
codes known to me by the relatively nar-
row face, with eyes strongly converging 
below. In this and other respects it re-
sembles the genus Ptilocelptis and suggests 
the origin of that group from Austrosplze-
codes. The abundant, snow white hair is 
unusual, and th e areas of dense , white 
hair at the sides of the terga probably 
distinguish it from other species such as 
S. cordillerensis Jorgensen. 
Female: Length 7 mm; forewing 
length 5.5 mm . Black, the following parts 
light red: labrum, mandible ( apex red-
brown), antenna (upper surface red-
brown , basal half of scape brown in some 
para types), pronotal lobe, legs ( coxae an d 
in some paratypes trochanters infuscated, 
front cox a essentially black; hind tarsal 
segments 1-3 in£uscated in some para-
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types), metasomal terga 1-3 and basal half 
of 4, sterna (fifth and sixth brownish). 
Clypeus dark brown. Tegula and basal 
wing sclerites translucent testaceous. 
Wings transparent, veins and stigma dark 
brown. 
Hairs snowy-white, those of apex of 
abdomen yellowish; shorter hairs largely 
densely plumose, obscuring paraocular area 
and extreme sides of clypeus, slightly less 
dense on frons and supraclypeal area, most 
of clypeus with only scattered sparse sim-
ple hairs; genal area hidden by dense hair. 
Thoracic surface largely hidden by plu-
mose hairs in the following areas: posterior 
margin of pronotum and outer surface of 
pronotal lobe, anterolateral, lateral and pos-
terior margins of mesoscutum, lateral part 
of scutellum, metanotum, lateral and ven-
tral surface of thorax, posterior and lateral 
surfaces of propodeum. Hair of legs rather 
abundant, longer hairs of hind tibia longer 
than tibial diameter, mostly branched, 
none thickened or spinelike; hairs of under 
surfaces of tarsi pale-yellowish. Lateral 
parts of terga 1-5 with diffuse areas of 
white hairs, mostly not quite dense enough 
to hide surface, these areas extending me-
sally toward midline on middle parts of 
terga 2 and 3 as areas of laterally directed 
hairs, conspicuous from some angles. Api-
cal fringe of fifth tergum broadly inter-
rupted medially so that medially this ter-
gum has broad, hairless margin like pre-
ceding terga; prepygidial fimbria rather 
weak, nowhere fully obscuring surface of 
fifth tergum. Eye with scattered short 
hairs. 
Head as wide as thorax, broader than 
long (about 80:70); eyes strongly converg-
ing below, upper and lower interorbital 
distances as 48 :38, both less than eye 
length (50). Clypeus slightly biconvex, 
only slightl y more than twice as wide 
as long (37:16), longer than subanten-
nal distance ( 16 :14). Antennocular :in-
terantennal :antennocellar :interocellar :ocel-
locular distances as 14:6.5:19.5:14.5:11. 
Mandible simple. Labrum with trans-
verse basal elevated area about four 
times as wide as long, summit of this 
area feebly emarginate medially, distal sur-
face of this area with short hairs; process 
beyond elevated area rounded, about twice 
as broad as long, hairs of marginal row 
slender, not bristles. Supraclypeal area 
gently convex, frontal carina not steeply 
declivous above frontal tubercle. Flagellum 
with first segment almost twice as broad 
as midventral length, segments 2-9 sub-
equal in length, slightly longer than broad 
(3-5 most distinctly so) to about as broad 
as long. Preoccipital carina absent dor-
sally, distinct laterally and extending to 
posterior end of hypostomal carina where 
the two form a posteriorly directed acute 
angle. Anterolateral angle of pronotum 
with dorsal, transverse, horizontal carina, 
ang le about right-angular seen from above, 
no strong ridge, but only a rounded sur-
face extending downward from angle, but 
ventrolaterally directed ridge extending to-
ward coxal base distinct. Scutum with 
vertical, anterior surface convex, with 
punctures and therefore less sharply differ-
en tiated from rest of scutum than usual. 
Scutellum feebly biconvex. Legs slender, 
hind femur width to length as 12.5 :47. 
Hind tibia without basitibial plate, apical 
spine, or spinelike setae; hairs of outer 
surface of hind tibia with branches along 
convex sides. Apex of marginal cell nar-
rowly truncate with short appendage. 
Hamuli five. First metasomal tergum 
nearly as broad as long. Pygidial plate 
rather broad, margins diverging anteriorly. 
Head closely and rather finely punctate, 
dull because of punctation except clypeus, 
which is shining with coarser round punc-
tures separated by about a puncture width, 
and hypostomal area which has only very 
scattered punctures, but whose surface is 
minutely roughened, dull. Scutum with 
punctures nearly as large as those of cly-
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peus, separated by about one-third punc -
ture width or almost contiguous anteriorly; 
scutellum more finely punctate; metano-
tum finely reticulate; sides of thorax reticu-
late punctate, finely so above, weakly and 
finely so on metapleuron and anterior part 
of propodeum; upper part of metapleuron 
with about three horizontal striae. Dorsal 
surface of propodeum rather finely reticu-
late, nearly smooth around the arcuate 
posterior margin; posterior and posterior 
lateral surfaces of propodeum more coarse-
ly reticulate-areolate. First metasomal ter-
gum shining, with small punctures mostly 
separated by three or four puncture widths, 
except laterally in some areas where they 
are coarser and closer and posteromiddor-
sally, where they are finer and sparser. 
Second tergum similarly punctured, de-
pressed apical margin not differently punc-
tured, coarsest punctures widely separated 
and on elevation anterior to depressed 
margin. Remaining terga with punctures 
closer, surface between them somewhat 
less shining, marginal areas impunctate 
posteriorly but basal parts with punctures. 
Sterna with surface rather dull, finely-
lineolate. 
Holotype female and three female para-
types ( one headless) : Zapala, Prov. Neu-
quen, Argentina (Juan Foerster). One 
paratype is dated March, the others have 
no dates. One female paratype: Torn-
quist, 500 m altitude, Sierra de la Ventana, 
Prov. Buenos Aires, Argentina, December, 
1954 (F. H. Walz). The holotype is in the 
Snow Entomological Museum, University 
of Kansas . Paratypes are in that collection, 
the American Museum of Natural History, 
and the Museo Argentina de Ciencias 
Naturales "Bernardino Rivadavia." 
The specific name refers to the inner 
ocular margins which are strongly conver-
gent below, unlike other Splzecodes. 
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